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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Lu‟lu Fatichatis Sholawat, 2017, “An Analysis Types of Speech Act Used by 
English Teacher in English Teaching Learning Process at MTs Al-Wahhab Bago 
Kradenan in Academic Year 2016/2017”. Thesis. English Education Department, 
Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty, The State Islamic Institute of 
Surakarta. 
 
Advisor  : Dra. Hj. Woro Retnaningsih, M.Pd. 
 
Key words  : Speech Acts, Pragmatic, Qualitative Analysis,   
   English teaching  
 
The purposes of this study was to identify the types of speech acts 
performed by the English teacher in English teaching and learning process at MTs 
Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan on the basis of Searle‟s theory of speech acts and to 
identify the most dominant kind of speech act. This research was descriptive-
qualitative in nature. More specifically this research was classified as a case study. 
The object of this study was the utterances uttered by the English teacher of MTs 
Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan during the teaching and learning practices.  
The data were in the form of words, phrases, and utterances employed by 
the teacher. The researcher played the role as the primary instrument in which she 
was involved in all of the process of this research starting from the research 
design until the data report. The data were obtained through conducting 
observations accompanied by audio recording. The data were, then, transcribed 
into the written form, selected to fit the objectives of the study, recorded into the 
data sheets, interpreted and analysed using the theory of speech acts proposed by 
Searle. The data were analysed by using interactive qualitative method proposed 
by Miles and Huberman (1994). In addition, coding system was also applied to 
ease the researcher in classifying the data. the researcher used theoretical 
triangulation. The researcher compared the data of this research to the related 
theory. The researcher checked the data of speaker utterances based on the 
directive speech acts theory of Searle.   
The research findings show that there were four kinds of speech acts 
performed by the teacher, namely, directives, representatives, expressive and 
commissives. The most frequently used speech acts were directives (63.004%), 
while the least frequent speech acts went to declarative (0.00%). It is because 
declarative perfome if the speaker has to have a special institutional role. 
Directives was mostly domiant used by English teacher in teaching learning 
process. Asking appeared to be the most dominant speech act. The use of 
directives was understandable since in restricted discourse like classroom setting, 
the relation between the teacher and the students was asymmetrical in nature. The 
teacher‟s use of asking allowed the students to participate more actively in the 
lesson. By giving the question, the teacher can know whether the students 
understand or not about the lessons learned. Meanwhile, asking was employed to 
check the students‟ background knowledge.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Introduction is the first part in the research. This part consist of 
background of study, identification of problem, limitation of study, problems 
statement, purpose of study, significance of study, and keywords. 
 
A. Background of the Study 
Communication is a process of transferring information, messages, 
and a conversation by one person to another. so the information or 
message comes with the intention of someone who conveys information. 
In an act of communication there is usually at least one speaker or sender, 
a communication message which is transmitted, and a person or persons 
for whom this message is intended (the receiver).(Richard and Schmidth, 
2010:97). Communication is actually a process to explain, say, say what 
you want delivered between those who convey or explain to those who 
listen. The most importance to communication and interaction with many 
people is language. 
Language is the process of communicating a message between at 
least two speaking subject, one of them is the addresser or sender, the 
other, the addressee or receiver. Kristeva, (1989:7). Language is important 
to communication and show the feeling, and to provide information. 
Language allows us to know what the speaker hope, Language is a key to 
human life, and we can interact with each other by using language. 
Language can be used in a group.  
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Language used for many purposes. Language is the system of 
human communication which consists of the structured arrangement of 
sounds (or their written representation) into larger units, e.g. morphemes, 
words, sentences, utterances (Richard and Schmidth, 2010:311). Language 
can be  express our feelings, ask questions, make requests, protest, 
criticize, insult, apologize, promise, thank, say hello and goodbye. 
Language is important to communicate in teaching process, a good 
communicate will be help us in the teaching learning process. Teacher as 
the speaker will be easy to explain the material to the students as listener. 
Communicate properly is one of the main points in a process of learning to 
achieve better learning outcomes. Teacher will produce some utterance in 
order to convey the material to the students through their speech and the 
students have to know the context when the utterances convey the 
material. 
According to Yule (1996:4) Pragmatic is the study of the 
relationship between the linguistic form and the user of that form. It means 
that the relationship from some utterance to know the form and to know 
the aims of those utterance. Pragmatic is also to know the meanings, aims 
or goals, and kind of the actions of people‟s utterances. Mey (1993: 42) 
states that pragmatics is the study about the use of the language, which is 
determined by social context. 
Pragmatics has several approaches one of them is speech act. A 
speech act as action performed through utterance. Mey, (2001:927) 
defined that Speech act is a part of social interactive behavior and must be 
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interpreted as an aspect of social interaction. Yule (1996:47) Speech acts is 
utterance of speech that constitutes some sort of act. Parker, (1946:14). 
Searle says that the unit of linguistics communication is not, as has 
generally been supposed, the symbol, word or sentence, or even the token 
of the symbol, word or sentence in the performance of the speech acts 
(Mey, 2001:93). 
According to Yule (2006:118) “Speech acts defined as the action 
performed by a speaker with an utterance.” When people have 
conversation, they not only produce utterance but also perform action. 
Aitchison (2003: 106) defines speech acts as a sequence of words that 
behave some what like actions. 
The basis of Austin‟s theory (1962) lies on his belief that speakers 
do not merely use language to say things, but to do things and thus 
utterances could be regarded as speech acts (Schauer, 2009: 7). Based on 
this notion, he, then, proposed three dimensions that usually consist in 
speech acts, namely locutionary act, illocutionary act and perlocutionary 
act (Schauer, 2009: 7). 
Locutionary act is the literal meaning of the utterance, that is, the 
meaning of the utterance which is carried by the words in the utterance and 
their arrangement or their structure of words (Wagiman, 2008:69). 
Locutionary act is the basic act of utterance. It simply means the actual 
words that the speaker uses. Yule (1996:48) said that locutionary acts are 
the basic of utterance, or producing a meaningful linguistic expression. 
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There is no intention of the speaker when he/ she utter the utterance. It is 
also called the act of saying something (Leech, 1983: 199). 
The consequences of illocutionary acts are described as 
perlocutionary acts or the effects of the utterance on the hearer (Cutting, 
2002: 16). These ultimate effects are of course dependent on the particular 
circumstances of the utterance and are by no means always predictable. It 
is also called the act of doing something (Leech, 1983: 199).  
According to Austin (1975: 107), „perlocutionary act always 
include some consequences‟; perlocutionary acts are „what we bring about 
or achieve by saying something‟. In the terms distinguished above, 
perlocutionary acts should thus be understood as causal relations between 
two events, the cause being the production of an utterance by the speaker. 
Yule (1996:48) said perlocutionary acts are the utterances which bring 
effects on the audience by means of uttering the sentence. It is called the 
act of affect someone. 
Yule (1996:48) said llocutionary acts are certain communicative 
purpose made by speaker or actions performed via communicative force of 
utterance, such as performing, apologizing, offering, and questioning. This 
particular aspect of speech act is regarded as illocutionary act; what the 
speakers are doing with their words (Cutting, 2002: 16) Illocutionary act is 
the act of saying, utterance or the act of doing something. 
According to Austin‟s theory (1962), Locutionary meaning is the 
literal meaning of what is said, illocutionary meaning is the social function 
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of what is said and  the perlocutionary meaning ; the effect of what is said. 
For the example:  
It’s hot in here  
From the example above, the locutionary act is “It’s hot in here” 
and the illocutionary act could be: - an indirect request for someone to 
open the window - an indirect refusal to close the window because is cold 
- a complaint implying that someone should know better than to keep the 
windows closed (express emphatically). The perlocutionary act from „It‟s 
hot in here‟ could result in someone opening the windows. 
Based on all of the explanations above, the researcher just focuses 
on speech act used in English teaching-learning procces at MTs Al-
Wahhab Bago Kradenan. Madrasah Tsanawiyah Al-Wahhab Bago 
Kradenan is one of the many Islamic-based educational institutions. MTs 
is located in the Village Bago, Kradenan, Grobogan. MTs is also very 
strategic because it is located on Jl. Raya Kuwu-Sragen Km. 17. In 
addition, this MTs is also near with Islamic boarding school As-Salamah 
MTs Al-Wahhab was founded in 1995 on the land of 12000 M2 
which is represented by Yayasan Haji Abdul Wahhab (YAHAB). Mts Al-
Wahhab has been in operation since 1995. MTs  Al-Wahhab consist of 
eight classes. Two classes to first grade, three classes to second grade, and 
three classes to third grade. 
MTs Al-Wahhab has 22 teachers. This MTs has two English 
teachers who have long taught. There are two English teachers in MTs Al-
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Wahhab Bago Kradenan, so the students can learn English efficiently and 
adequately. They can form a generation that is not only Islamic but also 
capable and proficient in English well and correctly. Mts Al-Wahhab has 
been using curriculum KTSP in teaching and learning process.  
In additions, the researcher observed about the utterance of two 
English teachers, the teacher taught in the seventh and nine grade in MTs 
Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan. The researcher analyzed them to know the 
teacher‟s utterance. The researcher wanted to know whether the teacher 
used a good utterance to make the students understand about the teacher 
explaination in the teaching and learning process or not. 
The researcher choose MTs Al Wahhab Bago Kradenan because in 
MTs Al-Wahhab Bago used curriculum KTSP, curriculum KTSP usually 
the teacher more active because teacher as a transferring material to the 
students. KTSP is the effort to revise the curriculum in order to make 
teachers more familiar with it and more responsible in developing 
curriculum. The teacher‟s effort is more dominant, especially in 
developing the students of competency and based competency, not only in 
written program, but also in the real teaching learning process.  
According to Mulyasa (2004: 147), the good of a dependent 
curriculum on the activity and creativity of teachers in describing and 
realizing curriculum. Teachers are parties directly involved in the process 
learning in the classroom and best know about the level of development, 
character, and potential of learners, therefore a teacher should understand 
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about KTSP well. So the teacher have a good teaching learning to 
developing students of competency. 
Speech act is very important in the learning process. It is justified 
since the acts of transmitting knowledge, organizing activities, controlling 
classroom, and giving instructions are done through teacher talks that 
contain the speech acts. Having sufficient knowledge about pragmatic and 
speech act can help facilitate teachers in teaching and learning process.  
Based on the explanations above, researcher wants to know what 
the purpose of the teacher in the speech act in the learning process. The 
research will help teachers find out the implementation of speech acts that 
are used in their learning, and it is known that the researcher is interested 
in discussing the teacher teaching in English teaching learning process. 
Then, researcher has a purpose to study a problem related to speech acts of 
the teacher with the title: AN ANALYSIS TYPES SPEECH ACTS 
USED BY ENGLISH TEACHING IN ENGLISH TEACHING 
LEARNING PROCESS AT MTs AL-WAHHAB BAGO KRADENAN 
IN ACADEMIC YEAR 2016/2017. In additions, the researcher is 
interested in pragmatic study because in speech acts explanations every 
speech containing the meaning. In this study the researcher wants to 
explore illocutionary acts performed by the teachers in classroom 
conversation. 
B. Identification of The Problems 
Based on the background of the study above, the researcher finds 
some problem dealing with a pragmatic analysis of speech act utterances 
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of the English teacher in teaching learning process at MTs  Al-Wahhab 
Bago Kradenan in academic year 2016/2017. The problems as follow: 
1. Teachers are not aware when the students understand about the 
material or not. 
2. In English learning process, the teacher does not aware with her 
utterances whether the students understand about the material or not, 
but the teacher keep trying to make students understood. 
3. Are there still many problems faced by the English teachers in 
implementing the characters which are expected to be implemented by 
them during the class based on the lesson plan? 
4. Teacher uses various kinds of speech acts to express their intention 
depending on the situation. She or he may perform speech acts 
explicitly or implicitly. 
 
C. Limitation of the Study 
There are many part of pragmatics study. One of them is Speech 
act, speech act have three part locutionary act, Illocutionary act, and 
perlocutionary act. Due to the limitation of time and the researcher‟s 
knowledge, this research is limited only to analyze the types of speech acts 
performed by the English teacher during the teaching and learning process 
at MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan. The theory of speech acts adopted in 
this study is the theory proposed by Searle. The reseacher used illocutinary 
acts theory proposed by Searle that focus in illocutionary speech acts and 
theory from Yule who explains speech act based on the way to covey. 
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They are representatives, directives, expressive, commissives, and 
declarations. The illocutionary forces are also identified in this study. It is 
intended to create understanding on how the messages should actually be 
interpreted. 
D. Problems Statement 
Based the limitation of the problem above, the following of the 
problems statement to answers in this question: 
1. What the types of speech acts are performed by the English teacher 
in teaching learning process at MTs  Al-Wahab Bago Kradenan in 
Academic year 2016/2017? 
2. What is the most dominant kind of speech act used by the English 
teachers in teaching learning process at MTs  Al-Wahab Bago 
Kradenan in Academic year 2016/2017 
E. Purpose of the Study 
Related the problems above, the objectives of the research are: 
1. To identify the type of speech acts are performed by the English 
teachers in teaching learning process at MTs  Al-Wahhab Bago 
Kradenan in Academic year 2016/2017. 
2. To identify dominant kind of speech act used  by the English 
teachers in teaching learning process at MTs  Al-Wahhab Bago 
Kradenan in Academic year 2016/2017. 
F. Significance of the Study 
The result of the research is supposed to give benefits as follow: 
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1. The teachers will get more knowledge and sufficient information 
about speech act, and pragmatics 
2. The teacher more be easy to know the kinds about teacher 
utterances used after they learn about speech act and about 
pragmatics 
3. The writer and the reader will get sufficient information about 
speech act and pragmatics 
4. The students would comprehend the kinds of speech acts that are 
used by their teachers. 
5. The students would be more easily to get the teachers‟ illocutionary 
speech acts, not only to graph the material but also to be connected 
with them including in the communication. 
G. Keywords 
The following definitions are given to make the reader have to 
understanding for some terms used in this study. They are also intended to 
avoid ambiguity or misinterpretation. They are follows 
1. Pragmatic 
Yule (1996;4) Pragmatic is the study of the relationship between 
the linguistic form and the user of that form. It means that the relationship 
from some utterance to know the form and to know the aims of those 
utterance. Pragmatic is also to know the meanings, aims or goals, and kind 
of the actions of people‟s utterances. Pragmatics is the study of speaker 
meaning in context. It is means that a study focusses on the meaning 
context. 
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2. Speech act 
Yule (1996:47) said that speech acts is actions performed via 
utterances. Speech acts is utterance of speech that constitutes some sort of 
act (Parker,1946:14). The utterances of some sentences must be treated as 
the performance of an act (Austin, 1962:121) 
3. Locutionary Act 
Yule (1996:48) said that locutionary acts are the basic of utterance, 
or producing a meaningful linguistic expression. There is no intention of 
the speaker when he/ she utters the utterance. It is also called the act of 
saying something (Leech, 1983: 199). 
4. Illocutionary Act 
Yule (1996:48) said llocutionary acts are certain communicative 
purpose made by speaker or actions performed via communicative force of 
utterance, such as performing, apologizing, offering, and questioning. It is 
also called the act of doing something (Leech, 1983: 199). 
5. Perlocutionary Act 
Yule (1996:48) said perlocutionary acts are the utterances which 
bring effects on the audience by means of uttering the sentence. It is called 
the act of affect someone. 
6. Utterances 
In spoken language analysis an utterance is a smallest unit of 
speech. It is a continuous piece of speech beginning and ending with a 
clear pause. An utterance is an act of speech or writing; it is a specific 
event at a particular time and place and involving at least one person, the 
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one who produces the utterance, but usually more than one person.” 
(Kreidler, 1998:26). Allen & Raymon state that Language can be viewed 
as an instance of such goal-oriented behaviour. Utterances are produced by 
actions (speech acts) that are executed in order to have some effect on the 
hearer.  
7. Teacher  
Teacher is person who delivers an educational program assesses 
student participation in consistent and substantial leadership to an 
educational program. The source of the study is all the English teachers of 
MTs Al-Wahhab Bago, Kradenan. 
8. Teaching process 
Douglas & Brown (2000), integrated language teaching is kind of 
language teaching in which each skills (reading, speaking, listening, 
writing) is treated as one of two or more interrelated skill.  
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
In analyzing this research, it needs the existence is chapter presents the 
several theories related to this research. Those are definition of pragmatics, speech act, 
kind of speech act, kind of illocutionary speech act, filicity conditions, context and the 
previous study. 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. Definition of Pragmatic 
Pragmatic has wide definition. Each linguist has different explanation about 
the definition of pragmatic. Allan (2012:498) defined pragmatics focuses on the user 
of the language. Pragmatics refers to the study of relations between language and 
context that are grammatical, or encoded in the structure of a language (Levinson, 
1983:9). It means, pragmatics is study of the relationship between language and 
context that are relevant to the writing of grammars.  
Based on Mey (2001:6) pragmatics is study theuse of language in human 
communication as determined by the condition of society. Pragmatic to understand the 
two purpose of each speech or action communicative act of verbal communication. 
Leech (1993: 8) in Retnaningsih (2014: 4) has argue that Pragmatic is the study of 
meaning in relation with situations include addressee, context, purpose, illocutionary 
acts, speech, time and place. The study of what speakers mean, or speaker meaning, is 
called pragmatics (Yule, 2006 :112). 
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Pragmatic is the study about how to use the language in the communication. 
Jacob (1996:7) Pragmatics studies the use of language in human communication as 
determined by conditions of society. Pragmatic also called the study about the 
meaning. The meaning studied in pragmatics is influenced by contexts. Mey (1993: 5) 
says that pragmatics learn about the use of language in human communication as 
determined by the condition of society. 
Cruse (2006: 3) states that pragmatics is interested in investigating the 
meaning of language which links closely to the context. Similarly, Griffiths (2006: 1) 
proposes that pragmatics focuses on how language is used as a tool to create 
meaningful communication taking into account the situations or contexts of use.  
Pragmatic study of meaning in a communication, such as some utterance 
delivered by the speaker or writer and who interpret these utterance is the listener or 
reader. So interpret the meaning or intent of the utterance speech.  
2. The Scope of Pragmatic 
Pragmatic has several scopes which should be known. Levison (1983: 27) 
states that pragmatics would include the study of deixis, implicature, presupposition, 
speech acts and aspect of discourse structure. 
a. Deixis 
Deixis can be defines as concerns the ways in which languages encode or 
grammatical features of the context of utterance or speech event and thus also 
concern ways in which the interpretation of utterance depends on the analysis of 
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that context of utterance (Levison, 1983: 54) Deixis has several kinds, personal 
deixis (us, you), spatial deixis (here, there), temporal deixis (now, then). 
  Example: I am now standing in the roof. 
The word I refers to person uttering a sentence. The time which now 
uttered denotes is dependent on the moment the statement is uttered. This situation 
dependency does not occur with word such as roof: the meaning of this word 
remains or less constant in different situation. 
b. Implicature 
Implicature is what a speaker can imply. It is message that is not stated in 
a literary work. In a 1975 article entitled ‚Logic Conversation‛, the Philosopher 
Paul Grice pointed out that an utterance can imply a position (i.e. a statement) that 
is not part of the utterance and that does not follow as necessary consequences of 
the utterance. Grice called such implied statements are implicature (Parker, 1986: 
21) 
Implicature refers to what is suggested in an utterance. Implicature is 
about the speaker implies it in a conversation. Implicature claims that audiences are 
required to assume the speaker to believe, in order to make sense of the speaker’s 
utterances. In accomplish a conversation, the speaker and the listener want to 
understand and to be understood each other, so the purpose can be achieved. 
c. Presupposition 
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According to Yule (1996: 132) Presupposition is what a speaker assumes is 
true or known by the hearer. A hearer may have different intended about what the 
speaker says. Presupposition is what is taken for gifted in what a speaker say. 
d. Speech Acts 
The terminology of such function of language is called speech acts (Austin, 
1975: 22). Speech acts theory generally explains these utterances as having three parts: 
locution, illocutionary, and perlocutionary acts. Speech acts usually used by people in 
conversation to deliver message or thoughts. 
e. Conversational Structure 
According to Levison (1983: 284) conversational structure is one aspects of 
pragmatics which concern the organization of conversation. Conversational structure 
is about the way conversation works in practice. 
3. Speech act 
Speech act is a phrase that consists of two words, speech and act. Speech act 
is originally present by philosopher Austin (1975) on his book How to Do Things with 
Words and developed by Searle.  
Austin defined speech act as what actions we perform when we produce 
utterance Searle says that the unit of linguistics communication is not, as has generally 
been supposed, the symbol, word or sentence, or even the token of the symbol, word 
or sentence, but rather the production or issuance of the symbol, word or sentence in 
the performance of the speech acts (Mey, 2001:93).  
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According to Parker (1986:14) speech act as every utterance of speech 
constitutes some sort of act. Speech act is a part of social interactive behavior and 
must be interpreted as an aspect of social interaction (Mey, 2009:927). 
Searle (1969:18) says if the speech act performed the utterances of a sentence 
in general function of the meaning of the sentence. speech act also called as the action 
performed by a speaker with an utterance.  According to Yule (1996:47) ‚Speech acts 
defined as the action performed via utterance.‛ When people have conversation, they 
not only produce utterance but also perform action. 
according to Searle (1969:16) ‚the reason for concentrating on the study of 
speech acts is simply this: all linguistic communication involves linguistic acts.‛ 
Therefore studying speech acts is very important because everyday we concern with 
linguistic communication. 
According to Austin (in Levinson, 1997:236) involves three basic sentence in 
which in saying something one are doing something and three kinds of act. They are 
locutionary act, illocutionary act, and perlocutionary act. 
4. The Classification of Speech Acts  
Speech acts divides into three major  categories. They are 
locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary (Yule, 1996: 48; Cutting, 
2002: 16).  
1. Locutionary Act 
As mentioned earlier, however, people also use language to perform such 
actions. There must be an intention behind the utterance.This particular aspect of 
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speech act is regarded as illocutionary act; what the speakers are doing with their 
words (Cutting, 2002: 16).Yule (1996: 48) adds that the illocutionary act is performed 
via the communicative force of an utterance which is generally known as illocutionary 
force 
Locutionary act is literal meaning of a sentence. In other word, locutionary 
act is the act of saying something. Austin said that the interpretation of locutionary act 
is concerned with meaning. A locutionary act is an act of producing a meaningful 
linguistic expression. Locutionary act is the act of what a speaker says. 
Yule (1996:48) said that locutionary acts are the basic of utterance, or 
producing a meaningful linguistic expression. There is no intention of the speaker 
when he/ she utters the utterance. It is also called the act of saying something (Leech, 
1983: 199).  
 For example: if someone says” close the book!‘  
The locutionary act is the speaker wants someone or hearer to close the book. 
I have just closed the window.  
From the example above, we can see, although the utterance has good structure but the 
speaker does not have any goals. The locutionary act performed in uttering declarative 
sentence can be thought as the act of stating  
2. Perlocutionary Act  
The second type of speech act is perlocutionary act. Perlocutionary acts can 
be called with phrase, the act of affecting someone (Rahardi, 2009: 17). In 
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perlocutionary, there is an influence affect because the speaker tries to influence the 
listeners to do what he or she wants to do. This is called by as perlocutionary effect. 
Perlocutionary act refers to the effect this utterance has on the thougts or 
action of te other person. The case perlocutionary act is what the speaker intends to 
communicate of what the speaker says. .  
Perlocutionary act is called by the act of effecting something. Perlocutionary 
act is the act by which the illocution produces a certain effect in or exerts a certain 
influence of addressee. Perlocutionary act is the expected effect of the speaker to the 
hearer with an utterance from the speaker. In word or an utterance, the speaker expects 
that the hearer will achieve an effect or respond from that utterances. For example: If 
someone says ‚where is your homework? It may because you look at your book 
quickly or you might respond ‚oh my homework is miss home. 
Meanwhile, illocutionary acts are the intentions behind the speaker’s 
utterances and perlocutionary acts are the effectsthat the utterances have on the hearer.   
3. Illocutionary Act  
As mentioned earlier, however, people also use language to 
perform such actions. There must be an intention behind the 
utterance. This particular aspect of speech act is regarded as 
illocutionary act; what the speakers are doing with their words 
(Cutting, 2002: 16). Yule (1996: 48) adds that the illocutionary act 
is performed via the communicative force of an utterance which is 
generally known as illocutionary force.  
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Illocutionary act is the act of saying, utterance or the act of doing something. 
It is not only used for informing something, but also doing something as for as speech 
event was accurate considered. Illocutionary act is performed via the communicative 
force of an utterance. Illocutionary act is an utterance with some kind of function in 
mind. in every utterance that we produced it is also another act that performed inside 
the utterance. 
Illocutionary act is the act of saying, which is committed with the intends of 
speaker by uttering a sentence such as asking, stating, questioning, promising, 
ordering, apologizing, threatening, and requesting. Illocutionary act is an utterance 
with some kind of function in mind. Someone might utter to make a statement, an 
offer, an explanation, or for some other communicative purpose. This is also generally 
known as the illocutionary force of the utterance (Yule, 1996:48). This mean, in every 
utterance that we produced it is also another act that performed inside the utterance. 
Illocutionary is the act of the utterance. It is the act which is performed by saying the 
utterance. It is the underlying force of the utterance or the interpretation of the 
utterance by the hearer (Wagiman, 2008:70). 
For example: It is going to rain.  
Looking at the surface level, the utterance might only be interpreted as 
informing the hearer about the weather. If it is analyzed based on the illocutionary 
force, the utterance can be regarded as a warning from the speaker to the hearer. The 
speaker may warn the hearer not to go outside since it is going to rain. Otherwise, he 
or she warns the hearer to bring an umbrella if the hearer wants to go outside 
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The most significant level of action in a speech act the illocutionary act 
because the force, which has been desired by the speakers, determines this act. 
Illocutionary act can be the real description of interaction condition.  
For the another example the teacher says, when the students was doing exam 
‚ five minute agains‛. In saying this, the teacher is performing the illocutionary act of 
informing that the exam will be done five minutes again, and perhaps also they exam  
should be done because the time almost out. Whereas the result of the illocutionary 
acts is the understanding on the part of the hearer. 
Another examples of illocutionary acts include accusing, apologizing, 
blaming, congratulating, declaring war, giving permission, joking, marrying, nagging, 
naming, promising, ordering, refusing, swearing, and thanking. (Retnaningsih, 2013: 
54-55). According to Searle (1969:34),the illocutionary act is an act performed in 
saying something. On other words, illocutionary act can be defined as using a sentence 
to perform a function. When a speaker says something, he or she may perform some 
functions of act through the utterances such as request,complain, etc. 
 
5. Kinds  of speech act 
According to Austin and Searle. Austin differs the kind of speech act in three 
kinds, while Searle differs it into five kinds of speech act. Austin divides the kinds of 
speech act into locutionary act, illocutionary act, and perlocutionary act. In other sides, 
Searle divides the kind of speech acts into comissives, directives, assertive, 
expressives, and declarations (Searle, 1979). 
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George Yule (1996) also defines five classifications of speech act which not 
too much different from the recent. The five classifications are: comissives, directives, 
representatives, expressive, and declarations. He actually follows Searle’s own but 
there is a little difference found.  
1. Comissives 
Commissives are those kinds of speech acts that speakers use to 
commit themselves to some course of future actions. Commissives are those 
illocutionary acts whose point is to commit the speaker (again in varying 
degrees) to some future course of action. The directions of fit is world to world 
and the sincerity condition is intention. The propositional content is always 
that the speaker S does some future action A. In performing commissives, an 
intention is expressed by the speaker and the proposition in terms of future act 
will be done by the speaker.  
Cutting (2002: 17) adds that promising, threatening, refusing, and 
pledging, offering, vowing and volunteering are some examples of 
illocutionary forces that fall under the category of commissives. Comisives is 
speakers undertake to make the world fit with the words via the speaker (Yule, 
1996: 54).  
For example: 
1promise to come back tomorrow 
I promise to pay your food 
2. Directives 
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Directive is one kind of illocutionary speech act. Directive is the 
speaker expects the listener to do something as a response. Searle,(2005:13) 
state that the illocutionary point of this category shows in the fact that it is an 
attempt by the speaker to get the hearer to do something. Directive includes 
some actions, such as; commanding, requesting, forbidding, and suggesting. 
Verbs denoting members of this class are asking, ordering, commanding, 
requesting, begging, pleading, praying, entreating, and also inviting, 
permitting,forbiding and advising (Searle, 1979: 13).  
Yule (1996:54) Directive are those kind of speech act that speaker 
use to get someone else to do something. Directive utterances are those in 
which the speaker tries to get the addressee to perform some act or refrain from 
performing an act. Directive speech acts contains a verb, an object and a 
requested task that performed by the speaker and the hearer. Directive speech 
acts is an utterance of the speaker to make the hearer do or respons something 
for the speaker.  
For example: 
Could you lend me a book, please? 
You set down!  
3. Representatives  
Representatives are those kinds of speech acts that state what the 
speaker believes to be the case or not. Statements of fact assertions 
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conclusions, explain and description. In other words, representatives is the 
utterance by the speaker to commit in doing something. 
In Using representative the speaker make words fit the 
world (of belief) (Yule, 1996: 53).  
For the example 
The world is circle 
The sun rise from east  
4. Expressive 
Expressive is the next class of illocutionary. The 
illocutionary point of this class is to express the psychological 
state specified in the sincerity condition about a state of 
affairs specified in the propositional content (Searle, 1979: 
15). In short, expressive is the acts which reveal expression in 
the utterances. Thanking, congratulating, apologizing, 
condoling, deploring, and welcoming are the examples of 
expressive. In using an expressive, the speaker make words fit 
the world (or feeling) (Yule, 1996: 54).  
Expressive are those words and expressions that state what the 
speaker feels. A wide range of psychological states can be expressed and the 
proposition ascribes an act to the speaker or the hearer. In addition, Leech 
(1983: 56) states that the illocutionary force of these acts can be in the forms of 
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apologizing, condoling, praising, congratulating, thanking and the like. It is 
states what the speaker feels. They express psychological states through their 
utterances. Statement like pleasure, likes, dislikes, joy, or sorrow are types of 
utterance that indicate this classification Yule (1996:53).  
For example 
I say thank you for bringing my book 
I congratulate you on your graduation 
5. Declarative 
Declarative is a kind of speech act that ‘change the world via 
utterance’. World here means the situation around the utterances. Declarations 
are those kinds of words and expressions that change the world via their 
utterances such as betting, naming, baptizing, marrying and so on. A special 
institutional role in a specific context is required in order to perform a 
declaration appropriately. If the speaker doesn’t have that role, her or his 
utterance will be infelicitous or inappropriate. 
Declarations are the acts containing utterances that are intended to 
alter the world. Including in this group are, defining, abbreviating, naming, 
calling‘or, christening‘. When using this type, the speaker has to have a special 
institutional role, in a specific context, in order to perform a declaration 
properly Yule (1996: 53).  
For example: 
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I now pronounce you husband and wife. 
The utterance above can only be appropriate and successfully 
performed if it is said by the priest. Thus, the utterance has an effect in which 
it turns two singles into a married couple. And another example are: 
I declare the movie conjuring will be present next month  
I declare that tomorrow will be holyday about two day  
Levinson (1983:240) explains that there are just five basic kinds of action that one 
can perform in speaking based on Searle theory, by means of the following five types of 
utterance. 
1. Representatives, which commit the speaker to the truth of the expressed 
proposition (paradigm cases: asserting or explaining, concluding, etc.) 
2. Directives which are attempts by the speaker, to get the addressee to do 
something (paradigm cases: requesting, questioning) 
3. Commisives which commit the speaker to some future course of action 
(paradigm cases :promising, threatening, offering) 
4. Expressives, which express a psychological state (paradigm cases : thanking, 
apologizing, welcoming, congratulating 
5. Declaration which effect immediate changes in the institutional state institutional 
(paradigm cases: excommunicating, declaring war, cherishing, firing from 
employment) 
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6. Context 
As mentioned in the previous part, context factors are important point in 
studies of speech acts particularly in relation with discourse in study pragmatics 
(Cutting: 2002). In other words it can be said that speech acts are context dependent 
since the context also influences the illocutionary functions. David Nunan states that 
‚context refers to the situation giving rise to the discourse and within which the 
discourse is embedded.‛ (1993: 7). From that statement, context is simply defined as 
the circumstance or situation around which influences the conversation. Thus, it is an 
essential factor in the interpretation of utterances and expressions. 
Furthermore, Nunan (1993: 8) categorizes the context into two types: 
linguistic and nonlinguistic context. The first one is related to the language 
surrounding the discourse, while the second one is associated with the other-than 
language or experimental context within which the discourse takes place. The non-
linguistic context includes: 
1) the types of communicative events (e.g.: joke, story, lecture, 
sermon, conversation, and greeting); 
2) the topic; 
3) the purpose (function, e.g. stating, describing, thanking, and 
praising); 
4) the setting (physical aspects, such as location and time, and 
psychological aspects: emotional situation); 
5) the participants and the relationship within them; and 
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6) The background knowledge and the assumption of the 
participants. 
Holmes (2001: 8) also proposes that a conversation occurs by the influence 
of social factors. Those social factors are commonly shortened as 5W (Who, Whom, 
Where, What, and Why). 
1) The participants (Who or Whom) 
‘Who is speaking?’ and ‘To whom are they speaking?’ refer to the 
participants of the conversation speaker and listener or addressor and addressee. It also 
includes the relationship occurring between the participants. 
2) The setting or social context (Where) 
‘Where are they speaking?’ refers to the settings – physical or psychological 
contexts - around the conversation. The physical aspect includes the location, time, 
season, and year. Meanwhile, the psychological aspects involve the feeling of the 
speaker. 
3) The topic (What) 
‘What is being talked about?’ refers to the topic being discussed in the 
conversational exchange. The understanding of the topic by the participants is 
necessary to maintain the conversation. Consequently, the same background 
knowledge and assumption is a must for both the speaker and the listener. 
4) The function (Why) 
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‘Why they are speaking?’ refers to the purpose of conversation, such as 
informing, commanding, inviting, suggesting, promising, greeting, congratulating, and 
thanking. 
7. Theory of Teaching and Learning 
Teaching and learning are two inseparable facets. They are in nature are 
complex and challenging activities both for the teacher and the students. To create 
such an effective teaching and learning process, teachers need to know some 
principles about teaching. For a better understanding, it is important to understand the 
concept of teaching and learning itself. 
8. Theory of Learning 
According to Brown (2000: 7), a search in contemporary dictionaries reveals 
that learning deals with ‚acquiring or obtaining knowledge of a subject or a skill by 
study, experience, or instruction‛. He, then, breaks down the definition of learning into 
more specific ways: 
a. Learning is acquisition or getting. 
b. Learning is retention of information or skill. 
c. Retention implies storage systems, memory, and cognitive 
organization. 
d. Learning involves active, conscious focus on and acting upon 
events outside or inside the organism. 
e. Learning is relatively permanent but subject to forgetting. 
f. Learning involves some form of practice, perhaps reinforced 
practice. 
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g. Learning is a change in behavior. 
Kimble and Garmezy (1963: 133) as cited in Brown (2000: 7) advocate that 
learning not only deals with getting knowledge but also leads to permanent change in 
behavior caused by reinforced practice. Learning, on the other hand, refers to the 
conscious development particularly in formal school-like settings 
9. Curriculum KTSP 
The curriculum is planned program developed by teachers and other 
professional. The implementation of curriculum by the teacher is so influenced by the 
achievement of students in every subject. If teacher can apply the good curriculum in 
the class, it will appear the different between the previous curriculum and the new 
curriculum because in each curriculum has many different especially in method or 
technique when teacher applies it in the class. 
KTSP is an operational curriculum designed and carried out by each school 
in Indonesia. It is a new paradigm of curriculum development which gives an 
authority for the schools and the teachers, and the involvement of the community for 
the effectiveness of the teaching and learning process. 
Sutrisno (2008) also states that as a concept and also as a program, KTSP has 
characteristics as follows : 
a. KTSP emphasized on the student‟s competence 
achievement. In KTSP, the students are formed to develop 
knowledge, understanding, ability, value, attitude and wants 
to be skilled and independent person. 
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b. KTSP is learning process and variety oriented. 
c. Learning process uses various approaches and methods 
d. Teachers are not the only source, but the other educative 
sources are included 
e. Assessment emphasize the process and the result of study to 
achieve a competence. 
10. Classroom Discourse 
In teaching any languages, including English, teacher is required to use the 
language he or she teaches directly. In the same way, English is not only taught but 
also used as medium language in the classroom. The varieties or registers of language 
used in the classroom is narrowed and different from the general language because it 
deals with special functions used implemented in the classroom. This type of language 
is called as classroom language or classroom discourse. 
Classroom language is the type of language used in classroom situations. 
Richards and Schmidt (2010:79) simply define classroom discourse as ‚a variety of 
language sometimes used by teachers when they are in the process of teaching‛. 
Classroom discourse is different in form and function from language used in other 
situations because of the particular social roles students and teachers have in 
classrooms and the kinds of activities they usually carry out there. Wardhaugh 
(2006:306) explains that in classroom conversation the teacher is said to own the 
conversation itself. The teacher controls most of the important aspects of the 
communication such as topic and turn-taking. 
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In line with that, The Cambridge Teaching Knowledge Tests (TKT) Course 
Paperback lists some common classroom functions used by teacher during teaching 
and learning process (Spatt, Pulverness, and Williams, 2005:134-135). 
1) Instructing is used by the teacher to tell the students what to do at 
different stages of lesson. This function commonly uses imperative 
form, e.g.: “Please open page five” and “For this activity, you‟ll 
work in pairs.” 
2) Explaining is used to give more details of an activity or task, e.g.: 
“We will put your project in the wall so make sure that yours is 
easy to read.” 
3) Narrating is used when the teacher tells the students about the story 
or experience in the past. This function is commonly used in 
elementary levels, e.g.: “Before I start the lesson, I would like to 
tell you my experience during the holiday.” 
4) Eliciting is used by the teacher to get the information from the 
learners, rather than to give them directly, e.g.: “What can you see 
from this picture?” and “How can you arrange these jumbled 
paragraphs?” 
5) Prompting is a function to help the students think of ideas or to 
remember a word or phrase by giving them part of it, e.g.: “You 
may start the story by this picture.” 
6) Correcting is used by the teacher to indicate that the students make 
a mistake, e.g.: Use “went” not “gone” when telling your 
experience. 
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7) Checking is used to make sure whether the students have been 
correct or not. The use of concept question can be a way to check 
the students understand, e.g.: “Can anyone give me a sentence 
using this word?” 
8) Conveying the meaning is used by the teacher when there is a new 
word or expression in order that the students understand. This can 
use mime, bring regalia or picture, or use spoken language which is 
easier to understand. 
 
B. Previous Related Study 
In this research, the researcher have learned some studies from the other 
topic in other researcher. The first previous study of the research conducted by Anton 
Cahyono (State Islamic Institute of Surakarta) titled An Analysis of Speech Act 
Typology Used by English Teacher at MTsN Walen. The research focus on pragmatic 
of Speech Act Typology Used by English Teacher. It descibed that he difinited 
pragmatic into four that are pragmatic is the study of speaker meaning, the study of 
contextual meaning, the sudy of how more gets communicated than what is said, and 
pragmatic is study of the expression of relative. He also defined that speech act have 
three levels that are, locutionary act, illocutionary act, and perlocutionary act. He also 
defined that Illocutionary act have five category, they are: Assertive, directives, 
commisives, expressives and the last declarations. The speech act typology used by 
teacher in this reseach are assertive,directive, commisive, and expressive. The 
reseacher did not found declaration was used by teacher. 
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The second previous study of this research comes from Iva Rofiatun (State 
Islamic Institute of Surakarta) entitled An Analysis of Directive Speech Acts Uttered 
by English Teacher on Teaching Process in ICT Class of SMA N 1 Kebakkramat in 
the Academic Year of 2015/2016. The findings of her research showed that 117 
teacher’s directive utterances, 91 as command, 1 as request, 15 as suggestion, and 10 
as prohibition. 
The third previous study of this research is conducted from Destra Wibowo 
Kusumo (Yogyakarta State University) entitled A Pragmatic Analysis of Illocutionary 
Acts in English Teaching Learning Process at SMA N 1 Wates Kulon Progo. The 
results of the research show that there are four types of illocutionary performed by the 
English teachers in classroom communication. They are representatives, expressives, 
directives, and commissives. The directives are the most frequent acts (278 from 438 
data), while the commissives are the fewest frequent acts (6 data). 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
This chapter discusses about the method that used in the research 
which includes: research design, data and data source, research instrument, 
technique of collecting data, technique of analyzing data, and data 
validation. Its will be discussed, as follow: 
A. Research Design 
This research used descriptive qualitative methods. Descriptive 
method is used to describe, explain, and analyse the phenomenon 
which occurred behind the data. Sutopo (2002: 33) states that in 
descriptive method, the analysis of the data is done naturally objective, 
and factual.  It means that the researcher applies a set of procedures 
used for problem solving based on the factual data. Descriptive method 
is used to describe, explain, and analyse the phenomenon which 
occurred behind the data. He also states that in descriptive method, the 
analysis of the data is done naturally objective, and factual. In this 
research the researcher used descriptive qualitative method. It was 
because the data to be investigated were the utterances of English 
teacher in the classroom and the aim of the research was to describe 
the factual data supported by the theories of pragmatics which are 
proposed by several experts. 
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According to Creswell (in Sugiyono, 2014: 347) that qualitative 
research is a means for exploring and understanding the meaning 
individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem. Bodgan and 
Taylor (in Moleong, 2010: 4) defines a qualitative method as a research 
procedure that produces descriptive data in the form of words written 
or spoken of people and behaviors that can be observed. The process of 
this research  are emerging questions and procedures, collecting data in 
the participants’ setting, analysing the data inductively, building from 
particulars to general themes, and making interpretations of the 
meaning of data. The final written report has a flexible writing structure.   
B. Place and Time of The Research 
1. Place of the research 
The research took place in MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan. 
Madrasah Tsanawiyah Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan is one of the many 
Islamic-based educational institutions. MTs is located in the Village 
Panunggalan Kec. Pulokulon, Kab. Grobogan. MTs is also very strategic 
because it is located on Jl. Raya Kuwu-Sragen Km. 17.  
MTs Al-Wahhab has 22 teachers. This MTs has two English 
teachers who have long taught. Althought the two English teachers the 
students can learn English efficiently and adequately. They can form a 
generation that is not only Islamic but also capable and proficient in 
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English well and correctly. Mts Al-Wahhab has been using curriculum 
KTSP in teaching and learning process.   
 
1. Time of the research 
The time of research is during teaching English in sevent and 
nine grade is on going. Researcher conducted two observations in two 
meeting on two teacher. The observation was conducted in April until 
Mei 2017. The research was conducted once in first teacher and once in 
second teacher. It is because the first meeting in teaching learning 
process is expected having a natural situation and condition. For the 
first observation was conducted on April 11th 2017 at VII B class. The 
second observation was conducted on April 24th 2017 at IX A class. 
C. Data and Data Sources  
1. Data of the research 
Data means the materials which are used by the researcher. 
According to Lofland (in Moleong, 2004: 157) that the main data sources 
in qualitative research is words and actions, the rest is additional data 
such as documents and others. 
The data of this research were the English teachers’ utterances 
used during communicating with the students in the classroom. The 
researcher obtained the data from the classroom conversation by two 
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English teachers (Alfi Barokah S.Pd and Umi Kultsum S.Pd) in English 
teaching-learning process in MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan. 
2. Data sources 
The data source of this research are taken from two English 
teacher’s utterances at MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan in academic 
year 2016/2017. In addition, Source of the data of this research from 
English teacher is the transcript of utterances teachers on English 
learning process to compare the sentence and the dialogues in English 
learning process. In addition, the data sources also taken from books 
that related with the theory. 
D. Subject and Object of The Research 
The subjects of the research are English teachers taught in 
seventh and nine grade at MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan. The first 
teacher teach in nine grade and the other teach seventh and eighth 
grade Meanwhile, the object of the research is teacher’s utterance. 
E. Technique of Collecting The Data 
The data collection technique the researcher used in this study was 
notetaking technique. In note-taking technique the researcher used recording 
instruments, video camera and sound recorder, to record the classroom 
dialogues. The researcher noted the data in the data sheet. The most 
important thing that the researcher has to notice is that the recording process 
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must be conducted as naturally as possible in order that the utterer does not 
realize that his or her utterances are still being recorded (Sudaryanto, 
2015:6). However, because the subject of the research was classroom 
conversation, situation of which is simulated, that condition could not be 
fully fulfilled. The researcher only tried to act as naturally as possible in 
order that he did not participate in the classroom communication. The role 
researcher here was only as an observer. 
The steps are as follows: 
1. Recording the English teacher teaching and learning process in the class 
seventh (on April 24 th 2017) and nine grade (on April 11th 2017) using 
video recorder once. 
2. Transcribing the data into the written form by the teacher 
3. Listening the recording again to check the accuracy of the data 
4. Selecting the data from the recording which are in according with the 
objectives of the study  
5. Recording the data into the data sheets, and 
6. Classifying data. 
The collated data is recorded in the table data and analysis data. 
The table data and analysis data.used by the researcher is presented in 
table: 
Table 1.01 table data and analysis data. 
No 
Data 
Activity Dialogues Illocutionary Acts  Context   
Dec  Rep  Dir  Exp  Com  
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Note: Dec :Declarations    Exp : Expressives 
Rep :Representatives    Com: Commissives 
Dic :Directives 
F. Research Instrument  
Research instrument is instrument to collect the data in a study 
(Moleong, 2004: 168). In this study, the research instrument is the 
researcher themselves who act as planners, decision data analyzer, 
interpreter and also the reporting the results of the research. In this study, 
researchers require knowledge of the language, especially the theory of 
speech acts became an important point in the success of the study. 
This research  is  qualitative, so the  primary  instrument is  the 
researcher herself. The qualitative study cannot be separated from  the  
role of the researcher because it is the researcher herself  who determines 
the scenario of  the research. The researcher plays role as a planner, 
implementer, of data collection and data analysis, data interpreter and 
finally as a pioneer of the research  result (Moleong, 2004: 168). In doing 
this research the researcher collecting data with recorder to record 
teacher‟s utterances in the classroom. 
G. Technique of Analyzing Data 
Miles and Huberman (2014: 246) states that there are three activity in 
qualitative data analysis. They are data reduction, data display, conclusion 
drawing / verification. The steps are arranged to make the researcher easier 
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in analysing the data. There are: reducing the data, displaying the data, 
analysing the data and interpreting the data to answer the research problem, 
finally drawing the conclusion and giving suggestion. For the explanation they 
are: 
1. Reducing the data 
For the first, the researcher made transcript of recorded data and 
written the data, choose data which was needed, identified types of 
speech acts and speech acts based on the way to convey used by English 
teacher on teaching learning process. 
 
2. Data display 
The second steps, the researcher analyzed the types of speech 
acts by using Searle’s and Yule’s theory of types speech acts and types 
speech acts. The researcher displayed the data about the teacher’s 
utterance at seventh and nine grade using tables and explanation. The 
table system was as followed 
Table 1.01 
Type of Speech Act Used by Teacher 1 in Opening Activity. 
Activity  Types of Speech 
Act 
Classification of 
Each Kind of 
Speech Act 
Frequency 
Opening  Expressive  Greeting  3 
 
3. Making percentage 
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The researcher made percentage of the data to know usage of 
types speech acts and speech acts based on the way to convey in teaching 
learning process. Precise data is needed in order to sharpen the findings 
of the research. Thus, the researcher includes the percentage calculation. 
The purpose of percentage calculation is to complete the findings so that 
the readers can easily and immediately obtain the precise proportion of 
each findings compared to the others. The percentage calculation is used 
to know the types of Searle and Yule’s speech acts based on the way to 
convey that frequently used by the teachers on teaching process. 
Sugiyono (2014: 170) states that the analysis is looking percentage. The 
percentage used formula: 
  F 
 P  =   ------  100% 
  N 
Notes :  P = percentage 
  F = frequency 
  N = the sum of the frequencies 
4. Drawing/Verification 
The last steps was conclusion drawing/verification. After the data 
displayed in the in a form of table, then the researcher would able to 
interpret it and reaches conclusions and verifications. Derived from the 
data displayed in tables, the next step conducted by the writer is 
describing and interpreting the data so that the conclusions and 
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verifications of the use of speech act and speech acts based on the way to 
convey by the teachers can be drawn. 
In the data analysis process, the researcher applied coding system. 
The purpose was not to number the data, but was to make the researcher 
easier in selecting and classifying the data from the data sheet. For the 
example of coding system was as followed. 
T : Oke see you tomorrow 
Ss : see you (T1/ D89/AA/11.04.2017/10) 
T-1/ D1/AA/ 11.04.2017/01 
T-1  : Number of Transcript (transkip number 1) 
AA : Initial of English Teacher (nine grade teacher)  
D89  : Number dialog of utterances 
11.04.2017: Date of observation  
3   : Number of Datum in Data Sheet 
H. Data Trustworthiness 
The qualitative research needs the validity of data. The validation of 
data analysis designates the quality of the research finding. In this research, 
the data are taken from the English teacher utterances when teaching the 
students. 
This research employs source of triangulation to check the 
trustworthiness of data. Triangulation is a general way that is used to 
develop the validity in qualitative inquiry. According to Moleong (2014: 331) 
the techniques of triangulation uses other researcher for checking the 
validity of the data. It is useful for minimalizing the error in collecting the 
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data. The ability to confirm findings across investigators -without prior 
discussion or collaboration between them- can significantly enhance the 
credibility of the findings (Rugg, 2010: 15).  
Researcher triangulation is particularly important for decreasing bias in 
gathering, and analysing study data. The researcher asked the expert to 
check the validity. The expert who was chosen by the researcher to check 
the validity was Mr. Arkin Haris M. Hum. Since, he is the lecture of 
pragmatics in IAIN Surakarta, so he must know about pragmatic speech act. 
The researcher asked him to check the data whether it is included to types 
of speech act or not. The researcher gave him the table data of validation 
and the data recording, so that the validator can select the correct data or 
error data. There were 90 utterances of first English teacher and 88 
utterance of second English teacher. When the validator did the validation, 
there is no data which is error. It meant that all the data were valid.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the researcher would like to serve the results of 
the research. There are will be two terms of research findings in this 
research they are application of speech act in teaching and learning 
process and kinds of speech act that is used by teachers in teaching and 
learning process. 
A. Research Findings 
1. Type of Speech Act Used by English Teacher on Teaching Learning 
Process 
This data findings are related to type of speech act used by 
teacher English on teaching learning process. Searle on Yule book 
classifies speech act into five categories. That are respresentatives, 
expressives, directives, commisives and declarations. Based on the 
observation in MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan about types of speech 
act used by teacher on teaching learning process in nine grade and eight 
grade of MTs AL-Wahhab Bago Kradenan, the researcher found five type 
of speech acts performed by English teacher according to Searle’s 
theory. That are respresentatives, expressives, directives, commisives 
and declarations. The researcher found that there are 222 of two 
teacher English that classified into Searle’s theory of speech act during 
teaching learning process. The researcher divided those utterance of the 
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first teacher and second teacher English by way of parting. The findings 
of this research can be seen in the following data: 
a. Type of speech act used by english teacher one (1) 
The observation was conducted by the reseacher on  maret 25 
2017. The reseacher found 102 utterance which contain speech act. The 
reseacher present the detail information bellow: 
Day    :Tuesday, 11 april  2017 
Time    :11.00-12.00 
Teacher   :Teacher 1 (AA) 
Place   :IX A classroom 
Topic   :Prosedural text 
1) Opening activity 
The opening activity, the researcher founds 8 utterances 
which produced by the teacher that contain speech act. During 
opening activity, the researcher found three types of speech act used 
by the teacher. There are expressive, representative and expressive 
act. The details as below: 
a) Expressive  
In expressive utterances in the opening teaching and 
learning in the classroom. That are 3 utterances can be 
categorized as expresive act on the opening activity. The 
utterance can be found in data dialog 1 transkip 1. Those 
utterance divided into one type that is welcoming. 
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1. Welcoming  
There ware 3 utterances which categorized as welcoming 
during the opening activity. The utteance which categorized as 
asking can be found in transkip table 01 until 03 in. for the 
example of the data is: 
T  : Assalamualaikum Warohmatullahi Wabarokatu 
Ss    : Wa’alaikumsalam Warohmatullah 
  Wabarokatuh(T1/ D1/AA/11.04.2017/01) 
 
In data 1, AA as teacher 1 used 3 expressive statements 
when she said welcome students in the opening of the class. 
Teacher said “Assalamualaikum Warohmatullahi 
Wabarokatuh” as a islam greeting. This kind of welcoming 
statement is very common in Indonesia, especially in Islamic 
educational institution. After saying “salam”, teacher greeted 
students by saying “Good Morning, class”. Then, teacher 
continued to ask students condition at the time by saying “How 
are you?. In this moment, teacher applied expressive 
statements to greet students to open the class. 
b) Representative  
There is 1 utterance that can be categorized into 
representative act in the opening teaching and learning in the 
classroom. That is 
1. Confirming  
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There ware 1 utterance which categorized as asking 
during the opening activity.From the analysis in May 
following Transcip 1 data 04 in the following conversation: 
T  : I’m fine too.( T1/ D4/AA/11.04.2017/04) 
 
In transkip 1, researcher found kind of representative 
statement from teacher 1 in opening the class. Those utterance 
of representative speech act is clasified into confirming  It 
happened when students asked teacher‟s condition, so teacher 
said “I‟m fine too”. From this statement, the teacher stated that 
her condition was good at the time. In the other words, teacher 
informed students that she was fine to give the materials. 
c) Directive 
There are five utterances which can be categorize 
asdirective speech act on the opening activity. That can be 
found in data transkip 1 dialog 05, 06, 07, 08, 09. The all of 
directive utterance is about asking. 
1. Asking  
There ware 5 utterance which categorized as asking 
during the opening activity. The utteance which categorized as 
asking can be found in transkip table o5 until 09 in. for the 
example of the data is: 
T : Have you breakfast? Sudahkah kalian sarapan? 
Sarapan? 
S  : sudah.(T1/ D5/AA/11.04.2017/05) 
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This utterance belongs to asking because the speaker 
wants to ask student‟s, about having breakfast. By the question 
the students responded that they are some of students have to 
breakfast and the other did not have breakfast. 
Table 2.1 
Type of Speech Act Used by Teacher 1 in Opening Activity. 
Activity  Types of Speech 
Act 
Classification of 
Each Kind of 
Speech Act 
Frequency 
Opening  Expressive  Welcoming  3 
Representative  Confirming  1 
Directive  Asking  5 
 
Based on the data above, the researcher found 9 utterances of 
speech act in the opening activity. English teacher one of MTs Al-
Wahhab Bago Kradenan used three types of speech act in the 
opening activity; they are expressive, representative and directive. 
The researcher did not found declarative and commisives used by 
English teacher. From 9 utterances, expressive speech act was used 3 
times, representative 1 time, and directives 5 times. 
2) Core activity 
Based on KTSP curriculum, core activity divided into several 
activities, they are Exploration, Elaboration and Conformation, there 
were several types of speech act used by teacher on teaching 
learning process. The researcher found 93 utterance belongs to types 
of speech act. Those utterances will be classified based on the activity 
of Exploration, Elaboration, and Confirmation. The detail is below: 
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a) Exploration 
In exploration activity, the researcher found 66 utterances 
classified into speech act the details as below: 
 
1. Directive 
There were 52 utterance used by English teacher during 
teaching learning process using directive. The researcher found 
four types of directive speech act, that are asking, requesting, 
confirming and warning 
a. Asking  
There were 47 utterance which categorized as 
asking during the exploration activity. For the example 
of utterance can be categorized as asking can be found  
the example in dialog 10 and 11. 
T  :Seperti dalam materi kita ada hari ini, 
yaitu prosedural text. Ada yang pernah 
dengar prosedural text? 
Ss  :pernah(T1/ D10/AA/11.04.2017/02) 
T      : Apa itu prosedural text? 
Ss :berkaitan dengan 
cara(T1/D11/AA/11.04.2017/02)  
 
On the data above, this utterance show that the 
teacher used directif of asking because teacher ask the 
students material about prosedural text and the teacher 
ask about what the difinition about prosedural text, then 
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the students respon about the teacher‟s question by 
axplain about the prosedural text. 
b. Requesting 
Based on the data, There was 3 utterances which 
categorized as requesting  during in the exploration 
activity. For the example of utterance can be categorized 
as requesting can be found  the example in dialog 34 in 
transkip one. 
T  :ini empat sendok makan gula, then 
selanjutnya  
Ss :half a teaspoon of salt 
(T1/D34/AA/11.04.2017/04) 
 
Based on the data above, this utterances showed 
about the utterance inviting the student to continue their 
discustion, then the onather utterance can be categorized 
like requesting is 
T Apa dicari! 
Ss : Jahe (T1/ D40/AA/11.04.2017/05) 
 
The utterance can be classified into requesting. The 
teacher request the student to look at the meaning of the 
gingger, the students respons to look at the meaning of 
the gingger and then the students answer of the meaning 
of the gingger is jahe. 
c. Forbiding   
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There were 2 utterance which categorized as 
forbiding during the exploration activity. The utterances 
which categorized as forbiding can be found in the 
dialog 70 and 71 in transkip one.  
T :Jangan sampai kamu nanti dibagian ke 
dua dari material, materialnya tujuh, tapi 
yang dimasukan enam,bahan-bahanmu 
yang satu tidak dipakai! Jangan itu, 
ya!Semua bahan harus dimasukan 
kedalam step, ya tha? 
Ss : Ya (T1/ D70/AA/11.04.2017/08) 
 
This utterances can be classified into warnig of 
directive. The teacher forbid the student not to reduce the 
material of the prosedural text. The students must 
followed the rule of the teacher said. Then the continued 
of the teacher utterance is classified as warning is: 
T : Kemudian step ini jangan kamu nanti 
disini ada kata-kata, masukan apa? Santan 
setelah air mendidih padahal diatas itu 
ttidak ada santan ya. Jadi bahan itu ada, 
bahan itu dimasukan kemudian dalam 
step-stepnya jangan ada bahan yang tidak 
tertulis tapi kamu masukkan!Intuk koh 
ngendi? Dapat dari mana ? ya(T1/ 
D71/AA/11.04.2017/08). 
 
This utterance also can be classified into warning of 
directive. The teacher also prohibited the students not to 
add the role of the prosedural text. 
2. Representatives  
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During the exploration activity, the researcher found 
the utterance of representatives speech act, there were 12 
utterances can be categorized as representative. The 
researcher found three types of representative. That are 
explaining, and concluding.  
a. Explaining 
There were 10 utterances can be cactegorised as 
explaining of representative in exploration activity. The 
example of utterances which categorized as explaining 
can be found in example of dialog 12 and 15 in transkip 
one. 
T  : Seperti yang ditulis prosedural text adalah 
text yang isinya terkadang dengan cara 
membuat atau mengoprasikan sesuatu 
secara berurutan dari awal sampai akhir. 
Terkadang prosedural text juga 
menyebutkan berbagai bahan atau alat 
yang diperlukan. Prosedural text saya 
ulangi lagi yaitu dengan cara membuat 
sesuatu, membuat cara sesuatu (T1/ 
D12/AA/11.04.2017/02). 
 
The utterance can be classified into explaining. The 
teacher explain about the material in process teaching 
learning process. The teacher explain material about 
prosedural text. The teacher axplain all of the content of 
prosedural text. The another utterances that classified as 
explaining can be found in the other utterances. 
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T :air. Itu bahan-bahan dari membuat tadi 
nasi. Kemudian tujuan dari prosedural text 
adalah menggambarkan bahwa sesuatu  
yang dikerjakan sesuai dengan aturan, 
mulai dari langkah-langkah dijelaskan 
dengan teratur. Jadi ada carannya. 
Prosedural text adalah sesuatu dengan 
cara yang benar.Tujuannya untuk apa?. 
Agar cara cara tersebut dilakukan agar 
menjadi sesuatu yang diinginkan itu 
berhasil (T1/ D15/AA/11.04.2017/02) 
 
This utterance also can be classified as explaining. 
The teacher continue explained the prosedural text. The 
students also listen about the teacher explain and answer 
the teacher when the teacher ask. The another example 
of utterances that classified as explaining can be found in 
the other utterances 
T  :cara cara nya atau step-stepnya itu ada 
nasi dilakukan kemudian jadilah tujuan. 
Tujuanya, Membuat nasi, Jadi nasi. 
Kemudian generic structure dari 
prosedural text itu ada tiga.( T1/ 
D18/AA/11.04.2017/03 
 
This utterance can be classified into explaining 
activity. Repeat the explaination about the goal of 
prosedural text. It‟s make the student could be more 
considering about the material that has been delivered. 
b. Concluding  
The reseacher found the utterance can be 
categorized as concluding during the exploration 
activity. There were 2 utterances that which categorized 
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as concluding can be found in data dialog number 25 and 
69 transkip one. 
T   :Jadi bagian-bagian dari generic structure dari 
prosedural text itu    ada 
tiga,(T1/D25/AA/11.04.2017/03)   
 
This utterance can be classified into concluding 
activity. The teacher wanted to make sure back about 
students of undertand from teacher explaination. The 
another utterances can be classified into concluding can 
be found in data dialog number 69 transkip one. 
T  :prosedural text. Ada tiga bagian there are 
three poin of? Of? Prosedural text. Yang 
pertama itu, goal, the second ingredients, 
yang terakhir, the last is step!. 
(T1/D69/AA/11.04.2017/07) 
 
This utterance can be classified into concluding 
activity. The teacher also wanted to make sure back 
about students of undertand from teacher explaination. 
And the teacher repeat the some point of the teacher 
explained. 
c. Confirming  
The reseacher found 5 utterances can be categorized 
as confirming during the exploration activity. The 
example of utterances which categorized as warning can 
be found in example of dialog 51 in transkip one. 
T : kacang, kacangnya di? 
Ss : cuci(T1/ D51/AA/11.04.2017/06 ) 
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This utterance can be classified into confirming. 
The teacher wanted to make sure back about students of 
undertand from teacher explaination. And the teacher 
repeat the some point of the teacher explained. The 
another example that can be classified as confirming can 
be found in example of dialog number 68: 
T : inilah bagian-bagian dari apa tadi? 
Ss : Generic 
structure(T1/D68/AA/11.04.2017/07) 
 
This utterance can be classified into confirming. In 
this utterance the teacher confirm the teacher explain, the 
teacher confirm again to know the students have to 
undertand about teacher‟s explain. 
Table 2.2 
Type of speech act used by teacher 1 in the Exploration 
Activity. 
Activity  Types of Speech 
Act 
Classification of 
Each Kind of 
Speech Act 
Frequency 
Exploration  Representative  Explaining 10 
Concluding  2 
Directive  Asking  47 
Confirming  5 
Requesting  5 
Warning 2 
 
Based on the data above, the researcher found 66 utterances 
of speech act in the exploration activity. English teacher one of MTs 
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Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan used two types of speech act in the 
exploration activity; they are representative and directive. The 
researcher did not found expressive, declaration and commisives 
used by English teacher. From 66 utterances, representative speech 
act was used 12 times, and directives 54 times. 
b) Elaboration  
In elaboration activity, the reseacher found 6 utterances 
clasified into speech act. The reseacher found three type speech act 
in elaboration activity . that are directive, representative, and 
commisive. The details as below: 
 
1. Directive  
There were 4 utterance used by English teacher during 
teaching learning process using directive. The utterances that 
are classified into directive speech act include requesting 
a. requesting 
There were 5 utterance which categorized as asking 
during the elaboration activity. The utterance which 
categorized as asking can be found in data dialog 
number 82 
T : Silahkan membuat prosedural text, 
tentang apa bu? Terserah kamu mau apa, 
yang jelas make a groub consist two 
person, silahkan mau membuat jelly gak 
papa, mau masak mie gak papa, atau 
mungkin prosedural text itu tidak hanya 
membuat atau bagaimana memasak atau 
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membuat sesuatu, tapi juga digunakan 
untuk melakukan/ mengoprasikan sesuatu, 
contohnya mengoprasikan hape, how to 
used handphone? Bagaimana 
menggunakan hape. Itu tujuannya, nanti 
langkah-langkahnya atau bahan-bahannya 
apa, tidak harus Cuma memasak. Nah 
silahkan buat a group, one group consist of 
two person. Depan-belakang, depan-
belakang. Sing gak intuk belakang berarti 
samping. Nah depan-belakang, depan-
belakang(T1/ D82/AA/11.04.2017/09) 
 
This utterances can be classified as requesting. The 
teacher request the students to make a groub, one groub 
consist two personto make prosedural text. The students 
can make anything to make prosedural text. Another 
utterance can be found in data dialog number 87 
T ; Langsung saja, who is absen today? Gak 
ada ya? Nihil ya? Ten             minutes lagi 
udah selesai ya? Ten minutes lagi udah 
selesai           ya?Submit to me! Kumpulkan 
ke saya ya?(T1/D87/AA/11.04.2017/09) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as requesting. The 
teacher ask to the student aout the absen in that day, and 
the students said that noting students absen in that day. 
2. Representative  
There were 1 utterance used by English teacher during 
teaching learning process using representative, that is 
confirming of representative. That can be found data 
dialog number  
a. confirming 
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There were 1 utterance which categorized as 
confirming during the elaboration activity. The utterance 
which categorized as asking can be found in data dialog 
number 83 
T ; apa? Masak air? 
Ss :masak nasi bu!( T1/ 
D83/AA/11.04.2017/09) 
 
This utterance can be classified as confirming. The 
teacher confirm about the students said because the 
teacher not clearly about the students said. So the teacher 
confirm again about the students said. 
3. Commisives 
The researcher found 2 utterance that can be 
categorized as commisive in elaboration activity. The 
details as below: 
a. Promising 
There were 2 utterance which categorized as 
promising during the elaboration activity. The utterances 
which categorized as promising can be found in data 
dialog number 84 and 85  
T : Lho ini tugas beneran ini, do the best 
lakukan yang terbaik, dan you get the best 
score, dapatkan nilai yang terbaik juga, 
saya masukkan kedalam nilai ya? 
Ss : mie bu?( T1/ D84/AA/11.04.2017/09) 
This utterances can be categorized as promising. 
The teacher would gave the students good score when 
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the students done the assignment with a good done. 
Another utterance cab be categorized as promising can 
be found in data dialog 85 
T : masak mie? Boleh. Masak telur, masak 
nasi tadi, atau cara menggunakan computer 
atau cara menggunakan jilbab pasmina 
bisa juga.  Gak usah dilembar dibuku 
bisa. Pastikan ya, pastikan itu do the best, 
melakukan yang terbaik. Setelah itu submit 
to me, kumpulkan ke saya. Kemudian siapa 
yang terbaik akan saya beri the best score, 
skor yang 
terbaik.(T1/D85/AA/11.04.2017/09)  
 
This utterances can be categorized as promising. 
The teacher would gave the students good score when 
the students done the assignment with a good done. 
Table 2.3 
Type of speech act used by teacher 1 in Elaboration Activity. 
Activity  Types of Speech 
Act 
Classification of 
Each Kind of 
Speech Act 
Frequency 
Elaboration  Directive  Requesting   5 
Representative Confirming  1 
Commisive  Promising  2 
 
Based on the data above, the researcher found 7 
utterances of speech act in the elaboration activity. English 
teacher one of MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan used three types 
of speech act in the elaboration activity; they are directive, 
representative and commisive. The researcher did not found 
expressive, and declaration used by English teacher. From 7 
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utterances, directives speech act was used 4 times, representative 
54 times, and comisive 2 times. 
c) Confirmation 
In confirmation activity, the researcher found 1 
utterances classified into representative speech act. The 
details as below: 
1.  Representative 
There were 1 utterance which categorized as 
explaining of representative during the confirmation 
activity. The utterances which categorized as explaining 
can be found in data dialog 88 
T :  oke, karena ini all of the teachers, semua 
guru akan rapat          penting, jadi nanti 
submit to my office, kumpulkan dimeja 
saya, ya? 
Ss : ya bu. (T1/ D88/AA/11.04.2017/10) 
This utterance can be categorized as explaining. 
The teacher explain that the teacher have some meeting 
with the all of teachers. So the teacher ask the students 
submit their assignment to the teacher’s office. 
Table 2.4 
Type of speech act used by teacher 1 in confirmation 
activity. 
Activity  Types of 
Speech Act 
Classification 
of Each Kind 
of Speech Act 
Frequency 
Confirmation  Representative Explaining   1 
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Based on the data above, the researcher found 1 
utterances of speech act in the confirmation activity. English 
teacher one of MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan used one type of 
speech act in the confirmation activity; they is representative. The 
researcher did not found expressive, directive, commisive, and 
declaration used by English teacher. From 7 utterances, 
representative speech act was used 4 times. 
3) Closing 
In closing activity, the researcher found 2 utterances classified 
into speech act the details as below: 
a. Commisive  
There were 1 utterance which categorized as 
promising of commisive during the elaboration activity. The 
utterances which categorized as promising can be found in 
data dialog 89  
T1/ D89/AA/11.04.2017/10 
T : he’e ya,? Ya?. Oke see you tomorrow 
Ss : see you (T1/ D89/AA/11.04.2017/10) 
 
This uterance can be categorized as promising. The 
teacher said “ see you tomorrow” so the teacher promised 
that they will meet again about tommorow. 
b. Expresives  
There were 1 utterance which categorized as leaving 
of commisive during the elaboration activity. The utterances 
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which categorized as leaving can be found in data dialog 
number 90 
T : assalamualaikum warohmatulllahi 
wabarokatuh 
Ss :waalaikum salam warohmatullahi 
wabarokatuh. (T1/ D90/AA/11.04.2017/10) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as leaving. The 
teacher will be leaving thtat class which saying 
assalamualaikukum. So the class would be end. 
 
 
 
Table 2.5 
Type of Speech Act Used by Teacher 1 in closing 
activity. 
Activity  Types of Speech 
Act 
Classification of 
Each Kind of 
Speech Act 
Frequency 
closing  Commisive  Promising  2 
Representative Leaving  2 
 
   Based on the data above, the researcher found 2 
utterances of speech act in the closing activity. English teacher one of 
MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan used two types of speech act in the 
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closing activity; they are commisive and representative. The 
researcher did not found directive, expressive, and declaration used 
by English teacher. From 2 utterances, commisive speech act was 
used 1  times, representative and 2 times 
The researcher used table to make easier to know how many 
type of first teacher 1 used speech act in teaching learning process. 
The table as below: 
Table 3.1. 
Type of Speech Act used by Teacher 1 in Teaching Learning Process 
Activity  Types of Speech 
Act 
Classification of 
Each Kind of 
Speech Act 
Frequency 
Opening  Expressive  Welcoming   3 3 
Representative  Confirming  1 1 
Directive  Asking  5 5 
Exploration  Representative  Explaining 10 12 
Concluding  2 
Directive  Asking  47 59 
Confirming  5 
Requesting  5 
Forbiding  2 
Elaboration  Directive  Requesting   5 5 
Representative Confirming  1 1 
Commisive  Promising  2 2 
closing  Commisive  Promising  1 1 
Representative Leaving  1 1 
Total  90 
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Based on the data above, the researcher found 90 utterances 
of speech act during teaching learning process by English teacher 
one. English teacher one of MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan used four 
types of speech act during teaching learning process; they are 
expressive, directive, representative and commisive. The researcher 
did not found declaration used by English teacher. From 90 
utterances, directives speech act was used 69  times, expressive 3 
time, representative 15 times, and commisive 3 times. In the English 
teacher one, directive speech act was used dominantly than the 
other. Directive speech act subclass dominant is asking. Asking was 
uttered by the English teacher one are 64 times. 
b. The second teacher in English learning process  
The observation was conducted by the reseacher on  April 24 2017. 
The reseacher found 88 utterances which contain speech act. The 
reseacher present the detail information bellow: 
Day    :Monday 24 April 207 
Time    :07-08.30 
Teacher   :teacher 2 
Place   :MTs Al-Wahab Bago 
Topic   : convertation 
1. Opening activity 
The opening activity, the reseacher founds 7 utterences which 
produced by the teacherr that containt speech act. During opening 
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activity, the reseacher found three  of speech act used by the teacher. 
There are expresives, representative and directive speech act. The 
details as below: 
a) Expressive  
There were 3 utterance can be categorized as 
expressive. The utterances that are classified into expressive 
speech act include greeting 
1) Welcoming 
The act of greeting was performed I the beginning of the 
lesson when the teacher want to open the learning process. 
That are 3 utterances can be classified as greeting in the 
opening activity. The utterance can be found in the data 1 
number1, 2 and 3. Those utterance divided into one type that is 
greating.  
T  : Assalamualaikum Warohmatullahi Wabarokatuh 
Ss  : Wa’alaikumsalam Warohmatullahi  
Wabarokatuh(T2/D1/AU/24.04.2017/01) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as greeting. In data 1, 
AU as teacher 2 used 3 expressive statements when she greeted 
students in the opening of the class. Teacher said 
“Assalamualaikum Warohmatullahi Wabarokatuh” as a islam 
greeting. This kind of greeting statement is very common in 
Indonesia, especially in Islamic educational institution. After 
saying “salam”, teacher greeted students by saying “Good 
Morning, students”. Then, teacher continued to ask students 
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condition at the time by saying “How are you?. In this 
moment, teacher applied expressive statements to greet 
students to open the class. 
b) Representative  
The teacher performed 2 utterance can be categorized 
as representative during opening activity was on going. The 
researcher classified into one. That is confirming. 
 
 
 
1) Confirming  
There were 2 uterance can be categorized as confirming. 
The uterance can be categorized as confirming can be found in 
data dialog 4 
T  : I’m fine too.( T2/D4/AU/24.04.2017/01) 
 
In table data above, researcher found kind of 
representative statement from teacher 2 in opening the class. It 
happened when students asked teacher‟s condition, so teacher 
said “I‟m fine too”. From this statement, the teacher stated that 
her condition was good at the time. In the other words, teacher 
informed students that she was fine to give the materials. 
Another utterances can be found in data dialog 6. 
T  : Bukunya dikumpulkan? Belum saya koreksi? 
Ss  : Belum (T2/D6/AU/24.04.2017/01) 
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In the data above, the researcher found kind of 
representative of confirming statement from teacher 2 in 
opening activity. The teacher ask about home work, and the 
students answered that the teacher still bring the student‟s 
book, and the teacher confirm with the student with said “ 
bukunya dikumpulkan? Belum saya koreksi?”. So the teacher 
just confirm again about the home work still in the teacher. 
c) Directive 
There are 3 utterances can be categorized as directive. The 
utterances that are classified into directive speech act 
include asking  
1. Asking  
  There were 2 utterances can be classified as asking. 
For the example of the teacher’s utterance of asking can 
be seen in the following utterance: 
T  : Nah, pada pertemuan kemarin itu, ada pr  
gak? 
Ss  : nggak tahu bu. Boten bu, bukunya                       
dikumpulkanbu!(T2/D5/AU/24.04.2017/01) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as asking. The 
teacher asked the student about the home work, and the 
students answered if the teacher said to the students to 
submit the assignment to the teacher, so the teacher still 
bring the assignment. The another utterance can be found in 
the data dialog 7 
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T  : Ada yang tidak masuk? 
Ss : Nihil bu(T2/D7/AU/24.04.2017/01) 
This utterance can be categorized as asking. The 
teacher want to know the student‟s attendance by giving 
asking to the students. By the asking, the students check all 
class member attendance.  
 
 
 
 
 
Table of 4.1 
Type of speech act used by teacher 2 in opening activity. 
Activity  Types of Speech 
Act 
Classification of 
Each Kind of 
Speech Act 
Frequency 
Opening  Expressive  Welcoming  3 
Representative  Confirming  2 
Directive Asking  2 
 
Based on the data above, the researcher found 7 utterances of 
speech act in the opening activity. English teacher two of MTs Al-Wahhab 
Bago Kradenan used three types of speech act in the opening activity; 
they are expressive, representative and directive. The researcher did not 
found, declarative and commisives used by English teacher. From 7 
utterances, expressive speech act was used 3 times, representative 2 
time and directive 2 time. 
2. Core activity 
There are 3 kinds of core activity that are 
a) Exploration 
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From the result of observation, the reseacher found 65 
utterance produced by english teacher in the exploration activity. 
The reseacher found 2 types of speect act that performed by the 
teacher during exploration activity was on going. That are 
representative,and directive.  
1) Representative  
The reseacher found there were 30 utterances of 
representatuve performed by the teacher during in exploration 
activity. The reseacher classified into three. That are 
explaining, and confirming. 
a. Explaining  
  There were 21 utterances can be cactegorised as 
explaining of representative in exploration activity. The 
example of utterances which categorized as explaining 
can be found in example of dialog 12 in transkip two 
T : Sekarang subject. Subject adalah pelaku 
dari suatu kejadian, pelaku dari suatu 
kejadian, Contohnya saya mempunyai 
kejadian atau saya mempunyai kalimat 
dalam bahasa indonesia itu saya memasak 
nasi(T2/D12/AU/24.04.2017/01). 
This utterance can be categorized as explaining. The 
teacher explain about the material. The material in this 
teaching learning is pronoun, the teacher explain about the 
subject. The teacher used Indonesian language and the 
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teacher give the example Indonesian language. Its make the 
student understand because the teacher used Indonesian 
language. The another example of explaining can be found 
in data dialog number 17 and 32 
T : Ini subject. Subject dalam bahasa 
indonesia itu saya , kamu, mereka/ 
mungkin nama orang, tapi dalam bahasa 
inggris itu bisa dikatakan dengan I, you, 
they, we, she, he, 
it(T2/D17/AU/24.04.2017/02). 
This utterance can be categorized as explaining. The 
teacher still explain about the subject. The teacher give 
explain about the component subject in Indonesian first 
then the teacher explain what the component subject in 
English. The another example of explaining can be found in 
data dialog number 32 
T  : sekarang object, oke see your book, lihat 
bukumu. Object yang asalnya I berubah 
menjadi me, you berubah menjadi you, we 
berubah menjadi us, they berubah menjadi 
them, she berubah menjadi her, he 
berubah menjadi him, it berubah menjadi 
it. Nah  itu artinya me, you, us, them, her, 
him, it itu artinya sama.( 
T2/D32/AU/24.04.2017/04) 
This utterance can be categorized as explaining. After 
the teacher explained about the subject. Then the teacher 
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give explain about the object. The teacher ask the student to 
show the book about the object. With the book, the teacher 
explain about the differences and similarities between 
subject and object. The teacher used Indonesian language to 
explain the students. 
b. Confirming 
There were 10 utterances can be cactegorised as 
confirming of representative in exploration activity. The 
example of utterances which categorized as confirming 
can be found in example of dialog 18 in transkip two 
T : meaning, arti dari keseluruhan ini 
sudah tahu ya? Sudah ya? I itu 
artinya? 
Ss : Saya((T2/D18/AU/24.04.2017/02)) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as confirming. The 
teacher re-confirm student‟s understanding of the meaning 
of the subject which has been explained by the teacher. The 
another example of explaining can be found in data dialog 
number 44 
T :Maka kalau objectnya agnes, diganti 
pronoun    object dari pronoun ini dia 
laki’laki atau dia perempuan? 
Ss     : Perempuan.( T2/D7/AU/44.04.2017/05) 
This utterance can be categorized as confirming. The 
teacher confirm about question the question that has been 
given by the teacher” saya memukul Agnes” the teacher 
confirm whether Agnes was her or him .the students 
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respond by utterances that Agnes is used her in that 
material. The another example of explaining can be found 
in data dialog number 54 
T   : Kalau “no” berarti sudah paham 
semuanya ya 
Ss      :Sudah,Insyaallah(T2/D54/AU/24.04.2017/7) 
This utterance can be categorized as confirming. The 
teacher confirm about question before. The teacher asked if 
there are any question about this material, and the student 
answered that nothing question about the material. The 
teacher confirm if nothing question, its mean students 
understand about the explanation which has been explained 
by the teacher. 
c. Concluding   
There was 1 utterances can be cactegorised as 
explaining of representative in exploration activity. The 
example of utterances which categorized as explaining 
can be found in example of dialog 47 in transkip two 
T   :Jadi beda beda, kalau mereka they subject 
di object  
     menjadi them(T2/D18/AU/47.04.2017/07) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as concluding. 
The teacher concluded about the material. The teacher 
concludes about differences between subject and object. 
The students listen about the teacher‟s said. 
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2) Directive  
There were 34 utterances can be categorized as 
directive. The utterances that are classified into directive 
speech act include asking, requesting, commanding, 
suggesting, and warning.  
a. Asking  
There were 23 utterances can be cactegorised as 
asking of directive in exploration activity. The example of 
utterances which categorized as asking can be found in 
example of dialog  in data dialog 10 transkip two 
T : Kata ganti disitu ada subject object, sama    
apa lagi? 
Ss  :possessive(T2/D10/AU/24.04.2017/01) 
This utterance can be categorized as asking. The 
teacher teach the student about pronoun and the teacher 
asked the about kind of pronoun. The students answered 
about the teacher asked. The another example of utterances 
which categorized as asking can be found in example of 
dialog 16 in transkip two 
T : saya memakan roti, subjectnya siapa? 
Ss  :Saya(T2/D16/AU/24.04.2017/02)  
This utterance can be categorized as asking. The 
teacher have some example and with the example the 
teacher asked about the where the subject of the example. 
And the students respond and answered who the subject of 
the example. 
b. Requesting  
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There were 2 utterances can be cactegorised as 
requesting of directive in exploration activity. The example 
of utterances which categorized as requesting can be found 
in example of data dialog 14 and  50 transkip two. 
          T         : ikla? 
          Ss       :belum bu(T2/D14/AU/24.04.2017/02) 
This utterance can be categorized as questioning. 
The teacher given example about pronoun in subject, after 
the teacher given example of pronoun, then the teacher 
request to the student to make some example in Indonesian. 
The teacher request some students to answer the question, 
and the students respond that, the students didn‟t 
understand the teacher mine. 
T : Tidak! Sekarang ditulis kemudian 
nanti dilanjut ke possessive. 
Ss ;bukunya dikumpulka bu, katanya 
bukunya  dikumpulkan 
bu(T2/D50/AU/24.04.2017/07) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as asking. After 
teacher given explain about pronoun subject and object, 
the teacher request to write the material has been 
transferred by teacher. After students write the material 
the teacher would continue the next material. 
c. Commanding 
There were 5 utterances can be cactegorised as 
commanding of directive in exploration activity. The 
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example of utterances which categorized as commanding 
can be found in example of data dialog 8 transkip two 
        T         : Sekarang cari arti dari pronoun! 
       Ss        :Kata ganti(T2/D8/AU/24.04.2017/01) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as commanding. 
The teacher commanded the students to look for the 
meaning of the pronoun in the dictionary. Then the students 
look for the meaning and answered the meaning of the 
pronoun.  
d. Suggesting  
There were 2 utterances can be catagorized as 
suggesting of directive in exploration activity. The 
example of utterances which categorized as asking can be 
found in example of dialog  in data dialog 51 and 52 
transkip two 
T :di sobek dikertas, ditulis dikertas 
aja atau  smpinge LKS itu kan ada 
keterangan. Subject jab sudah, 
object kan sudah, kamu bisa nulis 
samping samping mau, contohnya 
subject ini, conthnya object ini gitu. 
(T2/D51/AU/24.04.2017/07) 
  This utterance can be categorized as suggesting. 
The teacher given suggestion to write the material in 
some paper or write the material beside the student 
handbook. Teacher suggest the students to write the 
example of the material. 
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T  : itu kan diketerangan subject dan 
object di LKS kan udah ada tho! Nah 
kamu tinggal nulis contoh 
contohnya saja. 
(T2/D52/AU/24.04.2017/07) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as suggesting. 
The teacher given explanation again there are some 
description about material in student handbook. So the 
students just write the example of the material. 
 
 
 
e. Forbiding  
There was 1 utterances can be categorized as 
forbiding of directive in exploration activity. The example 
of utterances which categorized as forbiding can be found 
in example of dialog  in data dialog 66 transkip two 
T  : our class, jangan class we, apalagi 
kalau bahasa inggrisnya ibu saya 
itu ya mother I, jangan salah itu. 
(T2/D66/AU/24.04.2017/09) 
This utterance can be categorized as forbiding. The 
teacher given forbade the students didn‟t wrong to put the 
pronoun, the teacher gave an example, with an example 
teacher hope the students didn‟t confuse between subject 
and object in the pronoun. 
Table of 4.2 
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      Type of speech act used by teacher 2 in exploration activity. 
Activity  Types of 
Speech Act 
Classification 
of Each Kind 
of Speech Act 
Frequency 
 
Exploration   
Representative Explaining  21 
Confirming  10 
concluding 1 
Directive   Asking  23 
Requesting  2 
Commanding 5 
Suggesting  2 
Forbiding  1 
 
Based on the data above, the researcher found 4 utterances 
of speech act in the exploration activity. English teacher two of MTs 
Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan used one types of speech act in the 
exploration activity; they is directive. The reseacher did not found 
expressive, representative, declarative and commisives used by 
English teacher. From 4 utterances, directive speech act was used 4 
times. 
b) Elaboration  
From the result of observation, the reseacher found 10 
utterances produced by english teacher. The reseacher found 2 types 
of speect act that performed by the teacher. That are 
representative,directive 
1) Directive 
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The reseacher found 8 utterances that can be categorized as 
directive.the reseacher classified into 2 directive utterance, that are 
asking, requesting, and commanding. 
a. Asking    
There were 1 utterances can be catagorized as asking of 
directive in exploration activity. The example of utterances 
which categorized as asking can be found in example of dialog  
in data dialog 75 transkip two 
T  : my mother disitu possessive, possessive 
  menjadi?(T2/D75/AU/24.04.2017/11) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as asking. The teacher 
gave the question to the students when the teacher has been 
explain some example from the material. the teacher asked 
some question conected with the teacher‟s example. 
b. Requesting  
There were 4 utterances can be catagorized as requesting 
of directive in elaboration activity. The example of utterances 
which categorized as requesting can be found in example of 
dialog  in data dialog 73 transkip two 
T  : jadi silahkan buat lima bahasa inggris five 
sentence of english yang lima tersebut mempunyai 
subject. Kedua buatlah lagi lima yang menunjukan 
disitu terdapat object, kemudian lima lagi yang disitu 
menunjukan possessive. (T2/D73/AU/24.04.2017/10) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as requesting. The 
teacher request the students to make some sentences about 
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pronoun. Five sentences for subject, five setences for object 
and five sentence for possessive. Then the students would do 
the teacher‟s requested. 
c. Commanding  
There were 3 utterances can be catagorized as requesting 
of directive in elaboration activity. The example of utterances 
which categorized as requesting can be found in example of 
dialog  in data dialog 76 transkip two 
T    : Ayo speak loudly, 
Ss   : My mother cooking rice 
             (T2/D76/AU/24.04.2017/11) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as commanding. The 
teacher commanded the students to speak loaudly, because 
when the teacher asked some question, the students answered 
slowly. Its make the teacher didnt hear the voice. 
2) Representative  
The reseacher found 2 utterance that can be categorized as 
representative. The reseacher classified into two of representative 
utterance, that are explaining and confirming. For the example of 
the teacher‟s utterance of asking can be seen in the following 
utterance: 
a. Explaining  
There were 1 utterances can be catagorized as 
explaining of directive in elaboration activity. The example of 
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utterances which categorized as explaining can be found in 
example of dialog  in data dialog 78 transkip two 
T  : possessive itu bisa menjadi subject juga 
bisa menjadi object. Contohnya yang 
possesive menjadi subject ibu saya 
memasak nasi. My mother cooks 
rice(T2/D78/AU/24.04.2017/11) 
This utterance can be categorized as cexplaining. The 
teacher explained again about the material. its mean that the 
teacher want to make the students more be understand the 
material. 
b. Confirming  
There were 1 utterances can be catagorized as 
confirming of directive in elaboration activity. The example of 
utterances which categorized as confirming can be found in 
example of dialog  in data dialog 77 transkip two. 
T  : my mother menjadi? 
 (T2/D77/AU/24.04.2017/11) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as explaining. The 
teacher cofirm some example that the teacher has been 
explain. The teacher repeat the example because the students 
didt speak loudly. So the teacher always repeat the question 
from the example. 
Table of 4.3 
Type of Speech Act Used by Teacher 2 in Elaboration Activity. 
Activity  Types of 
Speech Act 
Classification 
of Each Kind 
of Speech Act 
Frequency 
Elaboration  Directive Asking 1 
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Requesting 4 
Conmanding 3 
Representative Explaining  1 
Confirming  1 
 
Based on the data above, the researcher found 34 utterances 
of speech act in the elaboration activity. The second English teacher 
of MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan used two types of speech act in 
the elaboration activity; they are representative, and directive. The 
researcher did not found expressive, declarative and commisives 
used by English teacher. From 34 utterances, representative speech 
act was used 4 times, and directive 30 times.  
c) Confirmation 
From the result of observation, the reseacher found that the 
teacher performed 3 utterance in confirmation activity. The reseacher 
found 2 type of speech act performed by English teacher in 
confirmation activity. That are directive and representative. 
1. Directive  
There are 2 utterance can be  categorized as directive. The  
reseacher classified directive into two type. That are sugesting and 
asking 
a. Suggesting 
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There are 1 utterances can be classified as suggesting. For 
the example of the teacher‟s utterance of suggesting can be seen 
in the following utterance in data dialog 85 transkip 2: 
T  : Oke silahkan dikerjakan dulu, I give you 
fivety minutes and then submit to my table  
in myoffice. Silahkan dikerjakan 15 menit 
kalau sudah 15menit silahkan 
dikumpulkan di kantor dimeja saya. 
(T2/D85/AU/24.04.2017/11) 
 
This utterances can be categorized as suggesting. The 
teacher gave fivety minutes to do the assigment. After finished 
the assigment, the teacher asked to the students to submit it to 
teacher‟s office. 
b. Asking   
There are 1 utterances can be classified as asking. For the 
example of the teacher‟s utterance of asking can be seen in the 
following utterance in data dialog 83 transkip 2: 
T  :sudah selesai? paham tho? 
(T2/D83/AU/24.04.2017/11) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as asking. The teacher 
asked about the assigment. Have the students finished the 
assigment and have the students understand about the pronoun?. 
Then the students just ceep silents because the students still 
focused with the assignment. 
2.  Representative 
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The reseacher found that there are 1 utterances of 
representatuve performed by the teacher during in confirmation 
activity. The reseacher classified into one . That is confirming. 
a. Confirming 
The teacher perfomed 1 utterance that can be categorized as 
confirming. For the example of the teacher‟s utterance of 
confirming can be seen in the following utterance in data dialog 
84 transkip 2. 
T  :Finish? Masihkurang 
(T2/D84/AU/24.04.2017/11) 
 
This utterance can be categorized as confirming. The 
teacher‟ utterance above was asking from the teacher to the 
students. From that statement, teacher asked about the 
assigment. When teacher asked about the assigment the student 
didnt answered the statement. So teacher confirm to the students 
about assigment 
Table of 4.4 
Type of Speech Act Used by Teacher 2 in Confirmation Activity. 
Activity  Types of 
Speech Act 
Classification 
of Each Kind 
of Speech Act 
Frequency 
Confirmation   Representative  Confirming  1 
Directive  Asking  1 
Sugesting  1 
 
Based on the data above, the researcher found 4 utterances of 
speech act in the confirmation activity. The second English teacher of 
MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan used two types of speech act in the 
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elaboration activity; they are representative, and directive. The 
researcher did not found expressive, declarative and commisives used 
by English teacher. From 4 utterances, representative speech act was 
used 2 times, and directive 2 times. 
3. Clossing activity 
Clossing activity happens in the end of lesson. In clossing the 
lesson, the teacher also perfomed some utterance. Based on the 
observation, the reseacher found that there were 4 utterances that are 
classified into 2 speech act, that are  expresive and commisive. They 
include promising and leaving 
a) Expressive 
The reseacher found that there are 2 utterances of expresive 
performed by the teacher during in confirmation activity. The 
utterances that are classified into expresive speech act include 
leaving. 
1) Leaving  
The teacher perfomed 2 utterance that can be ategorized 
as leaving. For the example of the teacher‟s utterance of 
leaving can be seen in the following utterance in data dialog 86 
transkip 2. 
T  : Oke saya 
akhiri(T2/D86/AU/24.04.2017/11) 
  
This utterance can be categorized as leaving. From the 
statement above, its can conclude that the teacher would be 
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finished the class. The teacher said it, to inform the students 
if the class would be end. 
T :Wassalamualaikum Warohmatullahi 
Wabarokatuh 
Ss  : Wa’alaikumsalam Warohmatullahi ` 
     Wabarokatuh(T2/D88/AU/24.04.2017/11) 
 
On data above, teacher used expressive statements 
when she greeted students in the closing of the class. 
Teacher said “Wassalamualaikum Warohmatullahi 
Wabarokatuh” In this moment, teacher applied expressive 
statements to greet students to close the class. 
b) Commisive  
The researcher found that there are 2 utterances of 
commisive performed by the teacher during in closing activity. The 
utterances that are classified into commisive speech act include 
promising 
 
 
1. Promising 
The teacher performed 1 utterance that can be 
categorized as promising. For the example of the teacher’s 
utterance of promising can be seen in the following 
utterance in data dialog 87 transkip 2. 
T     : see you tommorow(T2/D87/AU/24.04.2017/11) 
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This uterance can be categorized as promising. The 
teacher said “ see you tomorrow” so the teacher promised 
that they will meet again about tommorow. 
Table of 4.5 
Type of Speech Act Used by Teacher 1 Closing Activity. 
Activity  Types of 
Speech Act 
Classification of 
Each Kind of 
Speech Act 
Frequency 
Closing   Expresive   Leaving  2 
Commisive Promising 2 
 
Based on the data above, the researcher found 34 utterances of 
speech act in the closing activity. The second English teacher of MTs Al-
Wahhab Bago Kradenan used one types of speech act in the closing 
activity; they is expressive. The researcher did not found representative, 
directive, declarative and commisives used by English teacher. From 2 
utterances, expressive speech act was used 2 times. 
The researcher used table to make easier to know how many type 
of first teacher 1 used speech act in teaching learning process. The table 
as below: 
Table 5.1. 
Type of Speech Act used by Teacher 2 in Teaching Learning Process 
Activity  Types of Speech 
Act 
Classification of 
Each Kind of 
Speech Act 
Frequency 
Opening  Expressive  Welcoming   3 3 
Representative  Confirming  2 2 
Directive asking 2 2 
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Exploration   
Representative Explaining  21 31 
Confirming  10 
Concluding 1 
Directive   Asking     23 33 
Requesting  2 
Commanding 5 
Suggesting  2 
Forbiding   1 
Elaboration  Directive Asking  1 8 
Requesting 4 
Commanding 3 
Representative Explaining  1 2 
Confirming  1 
Confirmation   Representative  Confirming  1 1 
Directive  Asking  1 2 
Sugesting  1 
Closing   Expresive   Leaving  2 2 
Commisive Promising 2 1 
Total   88 
 
Based on the data above, the researcher found 88 utterances of 
speech act during teaching learning process by second English teacher. 
Second English teacher of MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan also used four 
types of speech act during teaching learning process; they are 
representative, expressive, directive, and commisive. The researcher did 
not found declaration used by English teacher. From 88 utterances, 
directives speech act was used 45 times, expressive 5 time, and 
representative 36 times and commisive 1 utterance. In the second English 
teacher, directive, and represenative speech act was used dominantly 
than the other. Directive speech act subclass dominant is asking and 
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represenative speech act subclass dominant is explaining. asking was 
uttered by the second English teacher  are 27 times and explaining was 
uttered by the second English teacher are 22 times. 
Based on the explanation above, the researcher gives a table of 
types of speech acts used by two English teachers during teaching learning 
process in order to give clear data finding related to types of speech acts 
based on Searle‟s theory. The data can be seen in the following table: 
 
Table 6.1. 
The Percentage Type of Speech Act used by Teacher 1 and teacher 2 in 
Teaching Learning Process 
No. Illocutionary Acts Frequency Percentage (%) 
T1 T2 
1 Declaratives 0 0 0 
2 Representatives 15 36 28.651 
3 Expressives 3 5 4.494 
4 Directives 69 45 64.044 
5 Commissives 3 1 2.247 
Total  90 88 100 
From the table above, it can be seen that first enflish teacher and 
second English teacher used 178 utterances of types of speech acts. Two 
English teacher of MTs Alwahhab Bago Kradenan used four types of 
speech acts. They are expressive, directive, representative, and 
commisive. From 178 utterances, directive utterances was used 114 
times which represent 64.044% , representative was used 51 times which 
represent 28.651% , expressive 8 times representing 4.494%, and 
commisive 4 times representing 2.247% . So the English teacher at MTs 
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Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan used four types of speech act that are: 
directive, representative, expressive and commisive. 
2. Speech Act Dominant Used By English Teacher On Teaching 
Learning Process 
From the data display above, the researcher wants to know the 
speech act dominant used by English teacher at MTs Al-Wahhab Bago 
Kradenan. The researcher present it for two teacher. The detail is as 
bellow 
a. First teacher  
The percentage of types of speech acts that was used by teacher 
1 in teaching and learning process at MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan, 
the researcher used table to make easier to know the frequency of the 
used speech act in first teacher. The table as below: 
Table 7.1 
Dominant Type of Speech Act Used by Teacher 1 
No. Illocutionary Acts Frequency Percentage (%) 
1 Declaratives 0 0 
2 Representatives 15 22.222 
3 Expressives 3 6.667 
4 Directives 69 65.555 
5 Commissives 3 3.333 
Total  89 100 
 
Based on table above, the researcher found 90 utterance of 
speech act. English teacher of MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenanused four 
types of speech act, they are directive expressive, commisives and 
representative. The researcher did not found declarations used by 
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English teacher during teaching learning process. From 90 utterance, 
directive speech act was used 69 times. Representative 15 times, 
expressive 3 times, and commisive 3 times. Directive speech act was 
used dominantly then the other. Directive speech act subclass dominant 
is asking. Asking was uttered by teacher 64 times. 
 
b. Second Teacher 
The percentage of types of speech acts that was used by second 
teacher in teaching and learning process at MTs Al-Wahhab Bago 
Kradenan. The researcher used table to make easier to know the 
frequency of the used speech act in first teacher. The table as below: 
Table 7.2. 
Kinds of Speech Act Used by Teacher 2 
No. Illocutionary Acts Frequency Percentage (%) 
1 Declaratives 0 0 
2 Representatives 36 40.909 
3 Expressives 5 5.681 
4 Directives 45 51.136 
5 Commissives 1 1.136 
Total  88 100 
 
The researcher found 88 utterances are identified as illocutionary 
speech act, 36 representative utterance, 5 expressive utterances, and 45 
directive utterance. It meant that 51,136% of them are directive 
utterances,  40,909% are representative, 5,681% are expressive and 
1.136% are commisive, based on explain above, it can be concluded that 
the dominant of speech act used by English teacher at MTs Al-Wahhab 
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Bago Kradenan during teaching learning process in teacher 2 is directive 
speech act.  
Based on the explanation above, the researcher gives a table of 
the mostly dominant types of speech acts used by two English teachers 
during teaching learning process in order to give clear data finding related 
to the mostly dominant types of speech acts based on Searle’s theory. 
The data can be seen in the following table: 
 
 
 
 
Table 8.1 
The frequency of teacher speech act uttered by English teacher 2 and 
teacher 3 
No. Illocutionary Acts Frequency Percentage (%) 
T1 T2 
1 Declaratives 0 0 0 
2 Representatives 15 36 28.651 
3 Expressives 3 5 4.494 
4 Directives 69 45 64.044 
5 Commissives 3 1 2.247 
Total  90 88 100 
 
From the table above, it can be seen that teacher 1 and teacher 2 
used 141 utterances of types of speech acts. Second English teacher of 
MTs Alwahhab Bago Kradenan used four types of speech acts. They are 
expressive, directive, representative, and commisive. First teacher and 
second teacher  used 178 utterances of types of speech acts. From 178 
utterances, two English teacher of MTs Al wahhab Bago Kradenan used 
four types of speech acts. They are expressive, directive, representative, 
and commisive. From 178 utterances, directive utterances was used 114 
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times which represent 63.004% , representative was used 51 times which 
represent 28.651% , expressive 8 times representing 4.494%, and 
commisive 4 times representing 2.247% . So the researcher can be 
concluded that the teacher at MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan the most 
dominant types of speech act used by English teacher is directive speech 
act. 
 
B. Discussion 
This section present the discussion of the research findings. There 
are two problem statements proposed in this study and the discussion 
only focuses on them. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the aims of 
the study are to know the types of speech act and the most dominant of 
speech act that used by English teacher in teaching learning process at 
MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan. 
In this study, the researcher used Searle and Yule’ s teory . thye 
classified types of speech act into five, that are declarative, 
representative, expressive, directives, and commisive. The researcher 
uses Searle and Yule’s classification speech acts about the realization of 
speech acts based on the way to convey to describe types of speech acts 
and speech acts based on the way to convey used by English teachers in 
teaching learning process. From the research finding, the researcher 
found several types of  speech acts used by teacher in uttered her 
utterance to students in learning process. The finding are discussed below 
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1. Type of Speech Act Used by Englih Teacher 
In analyzing the data, the researcher used searle theory. 
Searle divides the kind of speech acts into comissives, directives, 
assertive, expressives, and declarations (Searle, 1979). 
After conducting the research, the researcher found four 
types of speech acts performed by two English teachers on English 
teaching learning process in seventh and nine grade at MTs Al-
Wahhab Bago Kradenan based on the observation on April until 
Mei 2017. They were representative, expressive, directive, and 
commisives. 
After researcher analyzing the dialog of teachers in 
teaching and learning process in the classroom, the researcher did 
not find all of kinds of speech acts. Researcher only found 4 of 5 
kinds of speech acts of searle‟s theory that were used by teachers. 
first English teacher and second English teacher used 178 
utterances of types of speech acts. Two English teacher of MTs 
Alwahhab Bago Kradenan used four types of speech acts. They are 
expressive, directive, representative, and commisive. From 178 
utterances, directive utterances was used 114 times which represent 
64.044%. directives is mostly performed by English teacher. It is 
because directives can be applied in the teaching and learning 
process to manage and control the activities and the students during 
the teaching and learning process. Teacher mostly expressed asking 
statement to the students. The teacher‟s use of asking allowed the 
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students to participate more actively in the lesson. It is also 
beneficial to check the students‟ knowledge or comprehension as 
well as to promote the students‟ critical thinking. It implies that 
asking should be employed by the teacher during classroom 
communication practice. 
Representative was used 51 times which represent 
28.651%. Representative mostly used by English teacher then 
expressive speech act. Teacher mostly expressed explaining 
statement to the students. It is because the teacher must be 
explaination the material to make the students understand in the 
lesson. By explaining statement, it is make teacher easy to 
transfering material to the students. 
 Expressive was used 8 times representing 4.494% by two 
English teacher. Expressive is rarely used by English teacher in 
teaching learning process at MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan. 
Expressive is to express the psychological state specified in the 
sincerity condition about a state of affairs specified in the 
propositional content. Teacher mosly used expressed welcoming 
statement to the students, so the English teacher usually used in 
opening activity and closing activity. 
Commisive was used 4 times representing 2.247% by two 
English teacher. Commisive is also rarely used by English teacher 
at MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan. Teacher mosly used expressed 
promising statement to the students, so the English teacher used 
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when the teacher promise to students to gave a good score when 
the students do the best assignment. So it is seldom used by 
English teacher in teaching learning process at MTs Al-Wahhab 
Bago Kradenan.    
Moreover, the English teacher at MTs Al-Wahhab Bago 
Kradenan used four types of speech act that are: directive, 
representative, expressive and commisive. Declarative didnot used 
by English teacher in teaching learning. Declaratives speech act 
can be change the world via utterance. When using this speech act, 
the speaker has to have a special institutional role. In teaching 
learning process, it is imposible if the teacher sdenly has a special 
institutional. In additing, the declarative speech act will 
successfully perfome if it is said by someone who has a power or 
effect. 
 
2. Speech Act Dominant Used by English Teacher 
From the researcher finding, the researcher found 90 
utterance in first teacher and the 88 utterance in second teacher. 
From the first teacher and second teacher used 141 utterances of 
types of speech acts. Two English teacher of MTs Alwahhab Bago 
Kradenan used four types of speech acts. They are directive, 
representative, expressive, and commisive. First teacher and second 
teacher  used 178 utterances of types of speech acts. From 178 
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utterances, two English teacher of MTs Al wahhab Bago Kradenan 
used four types of speech acts. They are expressive, directive, 
representative, and commisive. From 178 utterances, directive 
utterances was used 114 times which represent 63.004% , 
representative was used 51 times which represent 28.651% , 
expressive 8 times representing 4.494%, and commisive 4 times 
representing 2.247% .. It can be concluded that speech act 
dominant used by English teacher at MTs Al-Wahhab Bago 
Kradenan during teaching learning process is directive speech act.  
Mostly, the English teacher in MTs Al-Wahhab Bago 
Kradenan use directive speech act rather then other types of speech 
act. It is because the teacher wanted to hook the students’s 
attention by asking them many questions. The teacher do not 
explain the material directly by giving the whole materials. But, she 
asks question, so that the students should think it.  The teacher’s 
use of asking allowed the students to participate more actively in 
the lesson. It is also beneficial to check the students’ knowledge or 
comprehension as well as to promote the students’ critical thinking. 
It implies that asking should be employed by the teacher during 
teaching and learning. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
In this chapter, the researcher divides the content into three 
points. They are conclusions, and suggestions. The explanation of each 
point is presented below. 
 
A. Conclusion 
This research is concerned with the pragmatic analysis of the 
application and illocutionary acts used by the English teachers in the 
teaching-learning process at MTs Al-Wahhab Bago. In line with the 
objectives of the research, to identify the application and illocutionary 
acts used by the English teachers in classroom conversation at MTs Al-
Wahhab Bago the research results can be concluded as follow.  
1. After analyzing the data, the researcher has found four types of types 
of speech acts used by English teachers of seventh and nine grade class 
of MTs Al-Wahhab Bago Kradenan during teaching learning process, 
there are four types of speech acts employed by the teachers from 178 
utterances. They were directives, representative, expressive and 
commisive. Declarative didnot used by English teacher in teaching 
learning. When using this speech act, the speaker has to have a special 
institutional role. In teaching learning process, it is imposible if the 
teacher sudenly has a special institutional. It is also imposible if during 
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the teaching learning process, the teacher defines abbreviate, names, 
marrying the students. In additing, the declarative speech act will 
successfully perfome if it is said by someone who has a power or 
effect. 
2. Directives was mostly domiant used by English teacher in teaching 
learning process. Directives were found to be the most performed 
speech acts by the teacher during the two meetings of two English 
teacher in English teaching and learning activities which occurred in 
114 times which represent 64.044%. Directives were used by the 
teacher to get the students to undertake some actions. Asking 
became the most dominant speech act force of directives produced 
by the teacher which was realized in 91 utterance from 187 
utterance. The teacher’s use of asking allowed the students to 
participate more actively in the lesson. By giving the question, the 
teacher can know whether the students understand or not about the 
lessons learned.  
On the other hand, declarative appeared to be the least speech 
acts used by the English teacher which nothing utterance used by 
English teacher. It is because declarative perfome if the speaker has 
to have a special institutional role. So, declaratives didnt used by 
English teacher in teaching learning process. 
B. Suggestions 
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Based on the conclusion and implications that have been 
explained above, some suggestions will be directed toward the English 
teachers and the other researchers. 
1. To linguistic students 
The linguistic students are expected to learn and explore more 
about pragmatics especially on the study of speech acts. By 
understanding speech acts, the students will be more aware of how the 
language is actually being used. Thus, the students can avoid 
misunderstanding or misconceptions in interpreting the speakers’ 
intended messages. 
2. To English teachers 
Language teaching especially on the language phenomena related 
to speech acts. It is advisable for English teachers to use English optimally 
and teach the students the importance of pragmatics so that the students 
are aware of how language should be used. It does not mean that 
teachers should teach pragmatics as a science. Instead, teachers are 
suggested to incorporate various learning activities that can promote the 
students’ pragmatic awareness as well as develop their communicative 
competence. The teachers should also consider giving students more 
opportunities to engage them in the classroom interaction. 
3. To other researchers  
The objective of this research is limited only to identify the types 
of Searle’s speech acts performed by the teacher with focus on its 
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illocutionary acts and illocutionary forces, and its contribution to the 
English teaching and learning process. Therefore, it is expected that the 
limitation of this research will encourage other researchers who wish to 
carry out similar study to investigate more about other aspects of 
pragmatics such as perlocutionary acts, implicature and politeness. It is 
also suggested to enlarge the study by investigating the students’ speech 
acts since the present study has not explored it yet. Moreover, if it is 
possible, it is recommended to get genuine data so that the study will 
appear to be more natural. 
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TRANSCRIPT 1 
Subject  : Bahasa Inggris 
Class   : IX A 
Topic   : Prosedural Text 
Teacher  : Alfu Alfi B S.Pd. 
Date   : 11 April 2017 
Time   : 10.30-12.00 
T  : Assalamualaikum Warohmatullahi Wabarokatu 
Ss  : Wa‟alaikumsalam Warohmatullahi Wabarokatu 
T  : Good Morning, class? 
Ss  : Good Morning, miss. 
T  : How are you? 
Ss  : I‟m fine, and you? 
T  : I‟m fine, thank you 
T : Have you breakfast? 
 : Sudahkah kalian sarapa? 
  :Sarapan? 
Ss  ; Sudah 
T  : Sudah 
 Ada yang belum sarapan? 
Ss  : Ada 
T  : kalau belum sarapan marilah kita untuk membuat sarapanya dahulu 
 : Biasanya kalian itu sarapan berupa apa? 
Ss ; Nasi 
T  : Sebelum menjadi nasi itu akan berwujud 
Ss :Beras 
T  : kalau pengen jadi beras 
 Eh kalau pengen jadi nasi maka beras harus di?  
Ss   masak  
T  :Seperti dalam materi kita ada hari ini, yaitu prosedural text. 
 Ada yang pernah dengar prosedural text? 
Ss  :pernah 
T  : Apa itu prosedural text? 
Ss  : berkaitan dengan cara 
T  : Seperti yang ditulis prosedural text adalah text yang isinya terkadang 
dengan cara   membuat atau mengoprasikan sesuatu secara berurutan dari 
awal sampai akhir 
 Terkadang prosedural text juga menyebutkan berbagai bahan atau alat 
yang diperlukan 
 Prosedural text saya ulangi lagi yaitu dengan cara membuat sesuatu, 
membuat cara sesuatu. 
 Contohnya membuat nasi 
 Bahanya apa? 
Ss  :beras 
T  : kemudian beras? 
Ss ;air 
T :air 
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 Itu bahan-bahan dari membuat tadi nasi 
 Kemudian tujuan dari prosedural text adalah menggambarkan bahwa 
sesuatu  yang dikerjakan sesuai dengan aturan, mulai dari langkah-langkah 
dijelaskan dengan teratur 
 Jadi ada carannya. 
 Prosedural text adalah sesuatu dengan cara yang benar 
 Tujuannya untuk apa/ 
 Agar cara cara tersebut dilakukan agar menjadi sesuatu yang diinginkan 
itu berhasi 
 Contohnya tadi membuat? 
Ss  :Nasi! 
T :membuat nasi bahanya apa? 
 Ada nasi eh ada beras kemudian ada? 
Ss :air 
T  :cara cara nya atau step-stepnya itu ada nasi dilakukan kemudian jadilah 
tujuan 
 Tujuanya? Membuat nasi 
 Jadi nasi 
  Kemudian generic structure dari prosedural text itu ada tiga. 
 Generic structure adalah bagian-bagian dari prosedural text 
 Yang pertama? 
 Cepat! 
 Apa? 
Ss  :Goal 
T  :goal atau? 
Ss : tujuan 
T  :tujuan dalam pembuatana  atau mgoprasikan sesuatu 
 And then, yang kedua? 
Ss  :Material 
T  : Material 
 Material juga disebut dengan? 
Ss  :Bahan-bahan 
T :Material adalah bahan-bahan yang diperlukan untuk melakukan sesuatu. 
 The next step yaitu 
 The next, step adalah langkah-langkah. 
Bagian ini memuat langkah-langkah atau urutan yang harus dilakukan agar 
tujuan tersebut tercapai 
Jadi bagian-bagian dari generic structure dari prosedural text itu ada tiga,  
yang pertama itu? 
Ss :goal 
T :yang kedua? 
Ss :material 
T :yang ke tiga? 
Ss :step 
T :Bagian dari generic structure itu ada tiga tadi 
 : nah tujuannya, goal nya mana? 
 A mug bean porridge 
  Ini goal nya, tujuannya, goalnya ada diatas, tujuannya untuk apa? 
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 Untuk membuat mug bean porridge itu adalah 
 Mug itu mangkuk, bean kacang 
 Ini adalah bagian dari goal, tujuan 
 Nah, generic structure yang kedua, goalnya sudah, yang kedua apa? 
Ss : Material 
T : Material atau ingredient, itu disebut dengan bahan-bahan. 
Kalau kamu pingin membuat mug bean, mug bean porridge, bubur kacang 
ijo, bahan bahan yang kamu perlukan itu apa? 
 One, a cup of bean, cup itu apa? 
 Nah, cup itu mangkuk, sama cup 
 Tumbas pop ice ojo diadai plastic diadai opo, cup, mangkuk! 
 One cup of bean= satu mangkuk kacang hijau!. 
 Trus yang kedua? 
Ss :four tablespoons of sugar 
T : four tablespoons of sugar, sugar itu? 
Ss : Gula 
T  :ini empat sendok makan gula, then selanjutnya 
Ss :half a teaspoon of salt 
T : nah half a teaspoon of salt, salt itu 
Ss :Garam 
T  :garamnya itu berapa? 
Ss :setengah sendok tea 
T :setengah sendok tea 
 Kemudian, four cup of water. Water? 
Ss :air 
T :airnya how many? 
Ss : empat air 
T :a pieces of gingger,  
gingger itu? Apa, the meaning of gingger? Apa dicari? 
Ss : Jahe 
T :piece? 
 Piece itu potongan kecil, berarti berapa  
Ss : potongan kecil 
T : two sheets of pandan leaves 
 Pandan itu apa? Daun pandan 
 Leaves itu?  
S : Daun 
T : Berapa, how many? 
Ss : Dua lembar 
T : Dua lembar daun? 
Ss : Pandan 
T :ingredients, bahan –bahan yang kita butuhkan kalau mau membuat mug 
bean porridge itu berapa? 
 One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, berapa? 
Ss :six 
T :Apa saja? 
Ss :a cup of bean 
T : Kemudian? 
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Ss : four tablespon of sugar 
T :salt, water, sugar, gingger, pandan 
 Berarti sudah ketemu dua generic structure dari prosedural text,  
and then, terakhir, the last of generic structure apa? 
Ss : step 
T ; step, step dalam membuat mug bean porridge, step yang pertama, jangan 
one tapi apa? 
 First, frirst step, what is the first step? 
Ss :wash the bean porridge 
T : Wash itu cuci, yang dicici apa? 
Ss : kacang,  
T : kacang, kacangnya di? 
Ss : cuci 
T : kemudian, crash the gingger, crash, tabrakan, nabrak, atau di pukul,  
Pukul, apa yang dipukul? 
Ss : Jahe 
T  ; Hancurkan jahe, the third, the third step, boil? 
 Boil the water and the gingger, boil itu apa? 
Ss :masak? 
T : Didih, rebus atau panaskan, nah panaskan. Masak air dan juga? 
Ss : Jahe 
T : And then selanjutnya, put the bean into boiling water 
 Put? The meaning dari put? 
Ss : Masukkan 
T : masukkan! Masukkan kacang kedalam boiling water! Boiling itu? 
Ss :mendidih 
T  ; Water? 
Ss :air 
T : Apa yang dimasukan? 
Ss :Kacang 
T : Masukkan kacang kedalam air ? 
Ss : Mendidih 
T : and then selanjutnya, wait the bean become tender. 
 Tender itu apa?what the meaning of tender? Coba dicari 
Ss :lembut lunak 
T :lembut, lunak, empuk itu! 
 Nah ini arti dari tender. Become? Become itu apa? 
Ss :menjadi 
T  :men ja di! 
 Wait the bean become tender, jadi kalau diartikan arti semuanya? 
Ss : Tunggu kacang menjadi lunak 
T  : Lunak atau empuk!. And then selanjutnya 
Ss  : at the salt pandan leaves, and then sugar 
T : at the salt pandan leaves, and then sugar! At itu tambahkan, apa yang 
ditambah? 
Ss :garam, pandan dan juga gula 
T : and then selanjutnya, wait boiling into 30 minutes! 
 Nanti dimasak lagi berapa menit? 
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Ss : 30 menit 
T  : nah thirty minutes, serve it when its warm 
 Nah ini the last step, step yang terakhir ini diminta untuk menyajikan 
dalam keadaan 
Ss : Panas 
T : inilah bagian-bagian dari apa tadi? 
Ss : Generic structure 
T  :prosedural text 
 Ada tiga bagian there are three poin of? Of? 
 Prosedural text 
 Yang pertama itu, goal, the second ingredients, yang terakhir, the last is 
step! 
Jangan sampai kamu nanti dibagian ke dua dari material, materialnya 
tujuh, tapi yang dimasukan enam, bahan-bahanmu yang satu tidak dipakai! 
Jangan itu, ya! Semua bahan harus dimasukan kedalam step, ya tha? 
Ss : Ya 
T : Kemudian step ini jangan kamu nanti disini ada kata-kata, masukan apa? 
Santan setelah air mendidih padahal diatas itu ttidak ada santan ya. Jadi 
bahan itu ada, bahan itu dimasukan kemudian dalam step-stepnya jangan 
ada bahan yang tidak tertulis tapi kamu masukkan! 
 Intuk koh ngendi? Dapat dari mana ? ya. Ini adalah bagian-bagian dari? 
Ss : prosedural text 
 
T :oke, do you understand? Paham? 
Ss ;Paham 
T : Nah ada berapa bagian tadi 
Ss : Tiga 
T : the first? 
Ss : goal 
T : Second? 
Ss : Material 
T : The last? 
Ss : Step 
T : Gampang ya? Understand tha? 
Ss :understand! 
T : you get it? You get it itu sama dengan understand, jadi kalau ada kata-
kata” kamu paham? Sama. Get it apa? Get? Get apa sih? Getget! Nah 
sama, get itu mendapatkan, bisa menangkap apa yang saya ceritakan, apa 
yang saya explainkan, apa yang saya ucapkan? Ya? 
Ss : ya 
T : Oke, tadi ada tiga bagian yang pertama itu goal yang kedua itu material 
dan yang terakhir itu? 
Ss : step 
T : Sudah paham ya? Oke silahkan make a group, one group is consist two 
person, satu groub itu terdapat dua? 
Ss : Orang 
T : Silahkan mwmbuat prosedural text, tentang apa bu? Terserah kamu mau 
apa, yang jelas make a groub consist two person, silahkan mau membuat 
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jelly gak papa, mau masak mie gak papa, atau mungkin prosedural text itu 
tidak hanya membuat atau bagaimana memasak atau membuat sesuatu, 
tapi juga digunakan untuk melakukan/ mengoprasikan sesuatu, contohnya 
mengoprasikan hape, how to used handphone? Bagaimana menggunakan 
hape. Itu tujuannya, nanti langkah-langkahnya atau bahan-bahannya apa, 
tidak harus Cuma memasak.  
Nah silahkan buat a group, one group consist of two person. Depan-
belakang, depan-belakang. Sing gak intuk belakang berarti samping. Nah 
depan-belakang, depan-belakang 
 
Students was doing the assignment 
T ; apa? Masak air? 
Ss :masak nasi bu! 
T : Lho ini tugas beneran ini, do the best lakukan yang terbaik, dan you get 
the best score, dapatkan nilai yang terbaik juga, saya masukkan kedalam 
nilai ya? 
Ss : mie bu? 
T : masak mie? Boleh. Masak telur, masak nasi tadi, atau cara menggunakan 
computer atau cara menggunakan jilbab pasmina bisa juga. 
  Gak usah dilembar dibuku bisa. Pastikan ya, pastikan itu do the best, 
melakukan yang terbaik. Setelah itu submit to me, kumpulkan ke saya. 
Kemudian siapa yang terbaik akan saya beri the best score, skor yang 
terbaik. 
Ss : dadar apa bu? 
T : coba cari dadar! 
Ss : dadar egg ngunu 
Ss : bu bahasa ingris e moto apa bu? Wes deh 
T ; Langsung saja, who is apsen todey?  
 Gak ada ya? Nihil ya?  
 Ten minutes lagi udah selesai ya? Ten minutes lagi udah selesai ya? 
 Submit to me! Kumpulkan ke saya! 
T : oke, karena ini all of the teachers, semua guru akan ada rapat penting, 
jadi nanti submit to my office, kumpulkan dimeja saya, ya? 
Ss : ya bu 
T : he‟e ya,? Ya? 
 Oke see you tomorrow 
Ss : see you 
T : assalamualaikum warohmatulllahi wabarokatuh 
Ss :waalaikum salam warohmatullahi wabarokatuh 
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TRANSCRIPT 2 
Subject  : Bahasa Inggris 
Class   : Vii B 
Topic   : Pronoun 
Teacher  : Umi Kulstum S.Pd 
Date   : 24 April 2017 
Time   : 10.30-12.00 
T  : Assalamualaikum Warohmatullahi Wabarokatu 
Ss  : Wa‟alaikumsalam Warohmatullahi Wabarokatu 
T  : Good Morning, students? 
Ss  : Good Morning,miss 
T  : How are you? 
Ss  : Im fine. And you? 
T  : Im fine too. 
T  : Nah, pada pertemuan kemarin itu, ada pr  gak? 
Ss  : nggak tahu bu. 
 Boten bu, bukunya dikumpulkan bu! 
T  : Bukunya dikumpulkan? Belum saya koreksi? 
Ss  : Belum  
T  : Ada yang tidak masuk? 
Ss : Nihil bu 
T  : Sekarang buka LKS nya halaman 25, disitu ada kata pronoun. 
Ss  : ya 
T : Sekarang cari arti dari pronoun 
Ss :Kata ganti 
T : Kata ganti disitu ada subject, object, sama apa lagi? 
Ss  :Possessive 
T : Sekarang subject. Subject adalah pelaku dari suatu kejadian, pelaku dari 
suatu kejadian,   
 Contohnya saya mempunyai kejadian atau saya mempunyai kalimat dalam 
bahasa indonesia itu saya memasak nasi. 
T  : pelakunya siapa 
Ss  : saya 
T  : Saya itu sebagai subject. Contoh lain give me one example yang disitu 
kalimatnya mempunyai subject . 
T : ikla? 
Ss  : belum bu 
T  : Kalimat yang mempunyai subject, kalau saya tadi contohnya itu, saya 
memasak nasi, subjectnya saya , sekarang silahkan coba buatkan 1 contoh  
kalimat dalam bahasa indonesia yang menunjukan bahwa kalimat tersebut ada 
subjectnya 
Ss  : saya memakan roti 
T : saya memakan roti, subjectnya siapa? 
Ss  :Saya  
T : Ini subject. Subject dalam bahasa indonesia itu saya , kamu, mereka/ 
mungkin nama orang, tapi dalam bahasa inggris itu bisa dikatakan dengan I, you, 
they, we, she, he, it. 
T : meaning, arti dari keseluruhan ini sudah tahu ya? Sudah ya? I itu artinya? 
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Ss : Saya 
T  : you? 
Ss   : kamu 
T    : we? 
Ss  : mereka 
T  : we? 
Ss : kita 
T  : They? 
Ss  : mereka 
T  : She, he? 
Ss  : Dia perempuan, dia laku-laki 
T  : It? 
Ss  : it? 
T  : it itu digunakan untuk subject, kata ganti yang berupa, subjectnya itu 
berupa benda atau hewan tunggal. Contohnya kucing memakan daging. 
T  : kucing memakan daging, subjectnya siapa? 
Ss  : Kucing 
T  : Pronoun itu adalah kata ganti, kata ganti dari kucing itu adalah it, kalau 
kucingnya satu it, ini kata ganti benda/ hewan yang  jumlahnya satu, maka subject 
ini, subject itu biasanya ada didepan. Kalau saya mau membuat kata kata seperti 
ini, itu menjadi subject, contohnya apa, dari I, you, we, they, she, he, it itu kamu 
jadikan subject. Contohnya tadi, saya makan roti bahasa inggris nya I am etaing 
bread. Dari kata I am eating bread itu subjectnya  I . 
T  ; kemudian saya mempunyai kalimat ibu memasak nasi, kalau dibahasa 
inggris kan menjadi 
Ss   mother cooks rice 
T : mother ini kalau kalian ganti dalam pronoun makan mother itu jadi apa? 
Ss :She 
T  : Maka menjadi she cooks rice. Itu untuk subject, kalian harus 
mengidentifikasikan mana subjectnya, ini subject, ini subject. Mereka melihat 
saya berarti they look atau see me/ i. Nah ini yang kita bahas me/ I . yang saya 
tekankan disini subject, kalau disini subjectnya itu berupa I, you, we, they, she,he, 
it. Itu untuk subject. 
T : Kemudian disitu pronoun object. Subject ada pertanyaan? 
Ss  : tidak 
T  : sekarang object, oke see your book, lihat bukumu. Object yang asalnya I 
berubah menjadi me, you berubah menjadi you, we berubah menjadi us, they 
berubah menjadi them, she berubah menjadi her, he berubah menjadi him, it 
berubah menjadi it. Nah  itu artinya me, you, us, them, her, him, it iyu artinya 
sama.  
T  : Kemudian you artinya kamu, sama ini artinya sama, kamu, kami, mereka, 
dia perempuan, dia laki-laki, kata ganti benda/ hewan, Cuman beda tempatnya. 
Kalau ini tempatnya subject. Sorry kalau ini tempatnya object kalau ini tempatnya 
subject.  
T  : Contohnya kalau di dalam bahasa indonesia “saya melihat kamu”  bebarti 
subjectnya siapa , berarti subjectnya saya, saya I melihat see kamu you. You disini 
yang object, kata ganti object . 
T  ; saya suka kamu,  I like/love  you, subjectnya siapa? 
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Ss   : I 
T  : You disini sebagai apa? 
Ss  : object 
T  : kalau kalimatnya diubah jadi kamu suka saya maka menjadi  
Ss  : You love me 
T  : Kamu suka saya, you love me atau you love I?. 
Ss  : me. 
T  : kok me bu? Karena disini sebagai object jadi berubah menjadi me, 
subjectnya siapa, you. 
T  : Gimana masih ada pertanyaan? 
Ss   : masih. Ha ha ha. 
T  : nah kalau they maka berubah menjadi them, she menjadi her dan 
seterusnya. 
T  : contohnya saya, saya memukul agnes, mendorong sorry, mendorong 
agnes, objecnya siapa, saya, mendorong agnes, agnes sebagai object, mendorong 
ini menjadi kata kerja verb maka bisa dibahasa inggris kn menjadi  saya, I 
mendorong itu bisa kalian katakan push,  
T  :pernah kalian pergi ke indomart atau bank, ketika kalian mau masuk 
pintu, dipintunya itu minta dipush, ada tulisannya push artinya apa, dorong! I push 
agnes, maka kata ganti ini lho, kata ganti untuk mengganti ini, dia menjadi apa , 
agnes ini diganti. 
T  : agnes sebagai? 
Ss  : Object 
T  : Maka kalau objectnya agnes, diganti pronoun object dari pronoun ini dia 
laki‟laki atau dia perempuan? 
Ss  : Perempuan. 
T  : Maka menjadi apa?  
Ss  : I push her 
T : kemudian, hmm berubah menjadi her, dan seterusnya, itu penetapan 
subject jadi object. Jadi beda beda, kalau mereka theysubject di object menjadi 
them, 
T  : oke ada pertannyaan?Tidak? 
T : Tidak! Sekarang ditulis kemudian nanti dilanjut ke possessive. 
Ss  ; bukunya dikumpulka bu, katanya bukunya dikumpulkan bu 
T : di sobek dikertas, ditulis dikertas aja atau smpinge LKS itu kan ada 
keterangan. Subject jab sudah, object kan sudah, kamu bisa nulis samping 
samping mau, contohnya subject ini, conthnya object ini gitu. 
T  : itu kan diketerangan subject dan object di LKS kan udah ada tho! Nah 
kamu tinggal nulis contoh contohnya saja. 
T : sudah? Ada pertanyaan? Any question? 
Ss  : No 
T  : Kalau no berarti sudah paham semuanya ya 
Ss  : Sudah, Insyaallah 
T : Subject sudah, object sudah, sekarang possessive, lihat diLKSnya ada 
Possessive.. 
Ss : ya 
T  : Possessive itu apa? I menjadi? 
Ss  : my 
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T  : you menjadi your, we menjadi our, they menjadi their, she menjadi her, 
he menjadi his, it menjadi its. 
S  : artinya apa bu? 
T  : Meaningnya sama, artinya sama, Possessive itu menjadi kepemilikan, 
milik. Nama itu adalah milik saya , makanya kalau nama saya itu menjadi? 
Ss  :My name 
T  : kalau ibu saya menjadi,saya itu apa tha , ibu saya menjadi  
Ss  : My mother  
T  : speak loudly please, bicara yang keras, ngomong sing banter! 
T  : ibumu menjadi 
Ss  : your mother 
T  : ibu kita menjadi 
Ss  : our mother 
T  : sekali lagi, speak loudly, bicara yang keras 
Ss  : ya bu 
T  : Ibu kita menjadi our mother , nah my your, our, their, her, his, its, itu 
menunjukan kepemilikan. Saya mau ngomong kelas kita. Nah possessive 
digunakan sebelum benda nya. 
T  : Kelas kita maka menjadi 
Ss : our class 
T  : our class, jangan class we, apalagi kalau bahasa inggrisnya ibu saya itu 
ya mother I, jangan salah itu. 
T  ; ibu saya itu apa tadi? 
Ss  : My mother. 
T  : oke one more speak loudly . 
T  : ibu saya menjadi ? 
Ss  : my mother. 
T : Possessive itu kepemilikan, digunakan untuk menunjukan bahwasanya 
benda tersebut milik kita. 
T  : ada peryanyaan? 
Ss  : tidak 
T  : Kalau tidak sudah paham ya? 
Ss  : ya 
T  : jadi silahkan buat lima bahasa inggris five sentence of english yang lima 
tersebut mempunyai subject. Kedua buatlah lagi lima yang menunjukan disitu 
terdapat object, kemudian lima lagi yang disitu menunjukan possessive. 
T  : possessive itu bisa menjadi subject juga bisa menjadi object. Contohnya 
yang possesive menjadi subject ibu saya memasak nasi. My mother cooks rice 
T  : my mother disitu possessive, possessive menjadi? 
T    : ayo speak loudly, 
Ss   : my mother cooking rice 
T  : my mother menjadi? 
T  : possessive itu didepan bisa, dia itu possessive, tapi didepan berarti 
menjadi sab? 
Ss : subject 
T  : oke silahkan buat lima, lima, lima, berarti ada berapa? 
Ss  : Lima belas 
T  ;Ya dikerjakan! 
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T  : sella kepalanya diangkat! 
T  : oke saya tinggal dulu, tapi tetep dikerjakan ya? 
T  : sudah selesai? 
T  :Finish? masih kurang? 
T  : Oke silahkan dikerjakan dulu, I give you fivety minutes and then submit 
to my table  in myoffice. Silahkan dikerjakan 15 menit kalau sudah 15menit 
silahkan dikumpulkan di kantor dimeja saya. 
T  : Oke saya akiri 
T : See you tommorow? 
Ss  : See you  
T  : oke Wasalamualaikum warohmatullhi wabarokatuh 
Ss  : waalaikumsalam warohmatullahi wabarokatuh 
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  Tabel Data and Analysis Data 1 
Subject  : Bahasa Inggris 
Class   : IX A 
Topic   : Prosedural Text 
Teacher  : Alfu Alfi B S.Pd. 
Date   : 11 April 2017 
Time   : 10.30-12.00 
 
No Data Activity  Dialogues Illocutionary acts Context  
Dec  Re
p  
Dir  Ex
p 
com 
T1/D1/AA/25.03.2017
/01 
 
Opening T : Assalamualaikum 
Warohmatullahi Wabarokatuh 
Ss : Wa’alaikumsalam 
Warohmatullahi Wabarokatuh 
 
   √  Welcoming  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
open that meeting with 
salam to the students 
T1/D2/AA/25.03.2017
/01 
 T  : Good Morning, class? 
Ss  : Good Morning, miss. 
 
   √  Welcoming  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: after the 
teacher gave salam, the 
teacher greet the 
sstudents by english 
greeting 
T1/D3/AA/25.03.2017
/01 
 T : How are you students? 
Ss  : I‟m fine thanks, and you?  
 
   √  Welcoming  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
greet the students again 
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by asked about condition 
T1/D4/AA/25.03.2017
/01 
 T  :I’m fine too. 
 
 √    Confirming 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
confirmation about the 
student’s asked 
T1/D5/AA/25.03.2017
/01 
 T : Have you breakfast? 
   Sudahkah kalian sarapan? 
Sarapan? 
S : sudah 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked the all of students 
about have breakfast or 
not. 
T1/D6/AA/25.03.2017
/01 
 T : ada yang belum sarapan? 
s :ada 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked again to the 
students about who 
haven’t had  
 
 
 
breakfast yet 
T1/D7/AA/25.03.2017
/01 
 T: kalau belum sarapan marilah 
kita untuk membuat sarapanya 
dahulu. Biasanya kalian itu 
sarapan berupa apa? 
Ss ; Nasi 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
knows some of the 
students there who have 
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 not had breakfast, then 
the teacher continue the 
material. Theacher asked 
about the food eaten by 
students everyday. 
T1/D8/AA/25.03.2017
/01 
 T  : Sebelum menjadi nasi itu 
akan berwujud? 
Ss :Beras 
 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
want the students to 
continue the word. 
T1/D9/AA/25.03.2017
/01 
 T  : kalau pengen jadi beras 
Eh kalau pengen jadi nasi maka 
beras harus di?  
Ss   masak  
 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
want the students to 
continue the word. 
T1/D10/AA/25.03.201
7/02 
Exploration T  :Seperti dalam materi kita 
ada hari ini, yaitu prosedural 
text. Ada yang pernah dengar 
prosedural text? 
Ss  :pernah 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked the students about 
whether the students 
ever heard about 
procedural text. 
T1/D11/AA/25.03.201
7/02 
 T  : Apa itu prosedural text? 
Ss  : berkaitan dengan cara 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked about the 
explanation of prosedural 
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text 
T1/D12/AA/25.03.201
7/02 
 T  : Seperti yang ditulis 
       
 
  
           prosedural text adalah text 
yang isinya terkadang 
dengan cara membuat 
atau mengoprasikan 
sesuatu secara berurutan 
dari awal sampai akhir. 
 Terkadang prosedural 
text juga menyebutkan 
berbagai bahan atau alat 
yang diperlukan 
 Prosedural text saya 
ulangi lagi yaitu dengan 
cara membuat sesuatu, 
membuat cara sesuatu. 
 √    Explaining 
 
 
 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
explain about prosedural 
text. 
T1/D13/AA/25.03.201
7/02 
 T  :Contohnya membuat nasi 
 Bahanya apa? 
Ss  :beras 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked the students about 
ingredients to make rice 
T1/D14/AA/25.03.201
7/02 
 T  : kemudian beras? 
Ss ;air 
 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked about the next 
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ingredients to make rice 
T1/D15/AA/25.03.201
7/02 
 T :air. 
 Itu bahan-bahan dari 
membuat tadi nasi 
 Kemudian tujuan dari 
prosedural text adalah 
menggambarkan bahwa 
sesuatu  yang dikerjakan 
sesuai dengan aturan, 
mulai dari langkah-
langkah dijelaskan dengan 
teratur 
  
           
 
 
 
          Jadi ada carannya. 
 Prosedural text adalah 
sesuatu dengan cara yang 
benar 
 Tujuannya untuk apa? 
 Agar cara cara tersebut 
dilakukan agar menjadi 
sesuatu yang diinginkan 
itu berhasi 
 √    Explaining 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
explain the material about 
the goal of prosedural 
text. 
T1/D16/AA/25.03.201  T :Contohnya tadi membuat? 
Ss  :Nasi! 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
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7/02 Situation: The teacher 
want to the students  
continue the teacher’s 
said. 
T1/D17/AA/25.03.201
7/02 
 T :membuat nasi bahanya 
apa? 
 Ada nasi eh ada beras 
kemudian ada? 
Ss :air 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
want to the students  
continue the teacher’s 
said 
T1/D18/AA/25.03.201
7/03 
 T  :cara cara nya atau step-
stepnya itu ada nasi dilakukan 
kemudian jadilah tujuan. 
Tujuanya, Membuat nasi, Jadi 
nasi. Kemudian generic structure 
dari prosedural text itu ada tiga.  
 √    Explaining 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
explain about the material 
T1/D19/AA/25.03.201
7/03 
 T : Generic structure adalah 
bagian-bagian dari prosedural 
text.  
 √    Explaining 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
explain the material of 
prosedural text. 
T1/D20/AA/25.03.201
7/03 
 T: Yang pertama? Cepat! Apa? 
Ss  :Goal 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
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Situation: The teacher 
asked about what the 
generic structure of 
prosedural text. 
T1/D21/AA/25.03.201
7/03 
 T  :goal atau? 
Ss : tujuan 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked the other word of 
goal. 
T1/D22/AA/25.03.201
7/03 
 T  :Tujuan dalam   
            pembuatana  atau   
            mengoprasikan sesuatu. 
 And then, yang kedua? 
Ss  :Material 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked the students about 
the next part of generic 
structure of prosedural 
step 
T1/D23/AA/25.03.201
7/03 
 T  : Material 
 Material juga disebut 
dengan? 
Ss  :Bahan-bahan 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked the other word of 
material 
T1/D24/AA/25.03.201
7/03 
 T :Material adalah bahan-
bahan yang diperlukan untuk 
melakukan sesuatu. The next step 
yaitu 
 The next, step adalah 
langkah-langkah. Bagian ini 
 √    Explaining 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
explain about some 
component of generic 
stucture of prosedural 
8 
 
8 
 
memuat langkah-langkah atau 
urutan yang harus dilakukan 
agar tujuan tersebut tercapai.  
text  
T1/D25/AA/25.03.201
7/03 
 T :Jadi bagian-bagian dari 
generic structure dari prosedural  
 
 
 
 
text itu ada tiga,   
 
 √    Concluding 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher  
 
 
 
 
Conclude about 
prosedural text have 
three generic stucture 
T1/D26/AA/25.03.201
7/03 
 T : yang pertama itu? 
Ss :goal 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: From the 
teacher concluded, the 
teacher asked the student 
what is the first generic 
sturcture of prosedural 
text   
T1/D27/AA/25.03.201
7/03 
 T :yang kedua? 
Ss :material 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: From the 
teacher concluded, the 
teacher asked the student 
what is the second of 
9 
 
9 
 
generic sturcture of 
prosedural text 
T1/D28/AA/25.03.201
7/03 
 T :yang ke tiga? 
Ss :step 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: From the 
teacher concluded, the 
teacher asked the student 
what is the third of 
generic sturcture of 
prosedural text 
T1/D29/AA/25.03.201
7/04 
 T :Bagian dari generic 
structure itu ada tiga tadi : nah 
tujuannya, goal nya mana?A 
mug bean porridge 
  Ini goal nya, tujuannya, 
goalnya ada diatas, tujuannya 
untuk apa? Untuk membuat mug 
bean porridge itu adalah Mug itu 
mangkuk, bean kacang Ini  
 
 
 
 
 
adalah bagian dari goal, tujuan 
 √    Explaining  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
explain again about the 
part from generic stucture 
of prosedural text 
T1/D30/AA/25.03.201  T :Nah, generic structure 
yang kedua, goalnya sudah, yang 
  √   Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
10 
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7/04 kedua apa? 
Ss : Material 
Situation: the teacher 
asked about the second of 
generic stucture of 
prosedural text 
T1/D31/AA/25.03.201
7/04 
 
 T : Material atau ingredient,  
         itu disebut dengan bahan. 
Kalau kamu pingin 
membuat mug bean, mug 
bean porridge, bubur 
kacang ijo, bahan bahan 
yang kamu perlukan itu 
apa? 
 One, a cup of bean, cup itu       
            apa? 
 Nah, cup itu mangkuk,  
           sama cup 
 Tumbas pop ice ojo diadai  
          plastic diadai opo, cup,     
          mangkuk! 
 One cup of bean= satu      
          mangkuk kacang hijau!. 
 √    Explaining  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
explain again about 
ingredient and teacher 
also give some example in 
the book. 
T1/D32/AA/25.03.201
7/04 
 T: Trus yang kedua? 
Ss :four tablespoons of sugar 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: the teacher 
asked the second step of 
the example in the book. 
T1/D33/AA/25.03.201  T : four tablespoons of 
sugar, sugar itu? 
  √   Asking 
11 
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7/04 Ss : Gula Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: the teacher 
asked about the meaning  
 
 
 
 
 
of the “sugar” 
T1/D34/AA/25.03.201
7/04 
 T  :ini empat sendok makan 
gula, then selanjutnya  
Ss :half a teaspoon of salt 
  √   Requesting  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: the teacher  
 
 
 
 
 
request to the students 
about the next step of the 
example in the book. 
T1/D35/AA/25.03.201
7/04 
 T : nah half a teaspoon of 
salt, salt itu? 
Ss :Garam 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: the teacher 
asked about the meaning 
of “salt” 
T1/D36/AA/25.03.201  T  :garamnya itu berapa? 
Ss :setengah sendok tea 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
12 
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7/04 Situation: The teacher 
asked about From the 
teacher concluded, the 
teacher asked the student 
what is the first generic 
sturcture of prosedural 
text 
 
T1/D37/AA/25.03.201
7/04 
 T :setengah sendok tea 
 Kemudian, four cup of 
water. Water? 
Ss :air 
  √   Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation:Th teacher 
asked about the meaning 
of “water” 
T1/D38/AA/25.03.201
7/05 
 T :airnya how many? 
 
 
 
 
 
Ss : empat air 
  √   Asking 
 
 
 
 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked about how many 
water based on the 
example. 
T1/D39/AA/25.03.201
7/05 
 T :a pieces of gingger,  
gingger itu? Apa, the 
meaning of gingger?  
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked the meaning of 
13 
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“gingger” 
T1/D40/AA/25.03.201
7/05 
 T        : Apa dicari! 
Ss : Jahe 
   
 
 
√ 
  Requesting 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
request the students to 
look for the meaning of 
gingger in the dictionary   
T1/D41/AA/25.03.201
7/05 
 T :piece? 
 Piece itu potongan kecil, 
berarti berapa  
Ss : beberapa potongan kecil 
  √   Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: teacher asked 
thestudent about the 
total gingger needed 
according to the example 
on the book 
T1/D42/AA/25.03.201
7/05 
 T : two sheets of pandan 
leaves 
 Pandan itu apa? Daun 
pandan 
 Leaves itu?  
S : Daun 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked the meaning of 
“leaves” 
T1/D43/AA/25.03.201
7/05 
 T : Berapa, how many? 
Ss : Dua lembar 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked the meaning of 
“gingger” 
   
 
  √   Requesting  
Setting: In the classroom 
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T1/D44/AA/25.03.201
7/05 
 
 
T : Dua lembar daun? 
Ss : Pandan 
Situation:  the teaacher 
request to the students to 
continue what the teacher 
said. 
T1/D45/AA/25.03.201
7/05 
 T :ingredients, bahan –
bahan yang kita butuhkan 
kalau mau membuat mug 
bean porridge itu berapa? 
 One, two, three, four, five, 
six, seven, berapa? 
Ss :six 
     Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked to students to 
answered the question. 
T1/D46/AA/25.03.201
7/05 
 T :Apa saja? 
Ss :a cup of bean 
  √   Requesting  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
request the students to 
mention the ingredients 
of the example in the 
book. 
T1/D47/AA/25.03.201
7/05 
 T : Kemudian? 
Ss : four tablespon of sugar 
  √   Inviting  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
invited the students to 
continue the next 
ingredients of the 
example in the book. 
T1/D48/AA/25.03.201  T :salt, water, sugar, 
gingger, pandan 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
15 
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7/05  Berarti sudah ketemu dua 
generic structure dari 
prosedural text,  
and then, terakhir, the last 
of generic structure apa? 
Ss : step 
Situation: The teacher 
asked students about the 
next kined of prosedural 
text. 
T1/D49/AA/25.03.201
7/06 
 T ; step, step dalam 
membuat mug bean porridge, 
step yang pertama, jangan one 
tapi apa? 
 First, first step, what is the 
first step? 
Ss :wash the bean porridge 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked about the first step 
that we do according to 
the example on the book. 
T1/D50/AA/25.03.201
7/06 
 T : Wash itu cuci, yang 
dicuci apa? 
Ss : kacang,  
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked about what would 
we do according to the 
example.  
T1/D51/AA/25.03.201
7/06 
 T : kacang, kacangnya di? 
Ss : cuci 
 √    Confirming 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
confirm about the 
material that is concerned 
with previous question. 
T1/D52/AA/25.03.201  T : kemudian, crash the 
gingger, crash, tabrakan, nabrak, 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
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7/06 atau di pukul,  
Pukul, apa yang dipukul? 
Ss : Jahe 
Situation: The teacher 
asked to continue the 
teacher’s said 
T1/D53/AA/25.03.201
7/06 
 T  ; Hancurkan jahe, the 
third, the third step, boil? 
 Boil the water and the 
gingger, boil itu apa? 
Ss :masak? 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked the meaning of 
“boil” 
T1/D54/AA/25.03.201
7/06 
 T : Didih, rebus atau 
panaskan, nah panaskan. Masak 
air dan juga? 
Ss : Jahe 
  √   Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked to continue the 
teacher said 
 
T1/D55/AA/25.03.201
7/06 
 T : And then selanjutnya, 
put the bean into boiling water 
 Put? The meaning dari 
put? 
Ss : Masukkan 
  √   Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked the meaning of 
“put” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
  Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked the meaning of 
“boiling” 
17 
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T1/D56/AA/25.03.201
7/06 
 
T : masukkan! Masukkan 
kacang kedalam boiling water! 
Boiling itu? 
Ss :mendidih 
 
 
√ 
T1/D57/AA/25.03.201
7/06 
 T  ; Water? 
Ss :air 
  √   Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked the meaning of 
“water” 
T1/D58/AA/25.03.201
7/06 
 T : Apa yang dimasukan? 
Ss :Kacang 
 √    Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked to the students to 
continue about teacher’s 
said 
T1/D59/AA/25.03.201
7/07 
 T : Masukkan kacang 
kedalam air ? 
Ss : Mendidih 
  √   Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked to students to 
continue about teacher’s 
said 
T1/D60/AA/25.03.201
7/07 
 T : and then selanjutnya, 
wait the bean become tender. 
 √    Commanding   
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
commanded the students 
to look for the meaning of 
18 
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“tender” on the dictionary 
T1/D61/AA/25.03.201
7/07 
 T: Tender itu apa?what the 
meaning of tender? Coba dicari 
Ss :lembut lunak 
  √   Commanding  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
commanded the students 
to look for the meaning of 
“tender” on the dictionary 
T1/D62/AA/25.03.201
7/07 
 T :lembut, lunak, empuk 
itu! 
 Nah ini arti dari 
tender.Become? Become itu apa? 
Ss :menjadi 
  √   Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked about the meaning 
of “become”  
T1/D63/AA/25.03.201
7/07 
 T  :men ja di! 
 Wait the bean become 
tender, jadi kalau diartikan arti 
semuanya? 
Ss : Tunggu kacang menjadi 
lunak 
 √    Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
confirm about the 
meaning of the all of 
sentence. 
T1/D64/AA/25.03.201
7/07 
 T  : Lunak atau empuk!. And 
then selanjutnya 
Ss  : at the salt pandan leaves, 
and then sugar 
  √   Inviting 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
invited students to 
continue the next part of 
the material. 
T1/D65/AA/25.03.201
7/07 
 T : at the salt pandan leaves, 
and then sugar! At itu 
tambahkan, apa yang ditambah? 
  √   Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
19 
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Ss :garam, pandan dan juga 
gula 
asked about meaning of 
the sentence.  
T1/D66/AA/25.03.201
7/07 
 T : and then selanjutnya, 
wait boiling into 30 minutes! 
 Nanti dimasak lagi berapa 
menit? 
Ss : 30 menit 
  √   Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked about meaning of 
the sentence. 
T1/ 
D67/AA/25.03.2017/0
7 
 T  : nah thirty minutes, serve 
it when its warm 
 Nah ini the last step, step 
yang terakhir ini diminta untuk 
menyajikan dalam keadaan 
Ss : Panas 
 √    Explaining 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked about meaning of 
the sentence. 
T1/D68/AA/25.03.201
7/07 
 T : inilah bagian-bagian dari 
apa tadi? 
Ss : Generic structure 
 √    Confirming 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
confirmation about the 
psrt of procedural text 
T1/D69/AA/25.03.201
7/07 
 T  :prosedural text 
 Ada tiga bagian there are 
three poin of? Of? Prosedural 
text 
 Yang pertama itu, goal, 
the second ingredients, yang 
terakhir, the last is step! 
 √    Concluding 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
concluded the material in 
dhis meeting 
T1/D70/AA/25.03.201  T :  Jangan sampai kamu nanti 
dibagian ke dua dari material, 
  √   forbiding  
Setting: In the classroom 
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7/08 materialnya tujuh, tapi yang 
dimasukan enam, bahan-
bahanmu yang satu tidak 
dipakai! Jangan itu, ya! Semua 
bahan harus dimasukan kedalam 
step, ya tha? 
Ss : Ya 
Situation: The teacher 
forbade the students to 
don’t leave one of the 
step in the example 
T1/D71/AA/25.03.201
7/08 
 T : Kemudian step ini 
jangan kamu nanti disini 
ada kata-kata, masukan 
apa? Santan setelah air 
mendidih padahal diatas 
itu ttidak ada santan ya. 
Jadi bahan itu ada, bahan 
itu dimasukan kemudian 
dalam step-stepnya jangan 
ada bahan yang tidak 
tertulis tapi kamu 
masukkan! 
 Intuk koh ngendi? Dapat 
dari mana ? ya.  
  √   Warning  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
forbade the students to at 
some step to the example 
of the book. 
T1/D72/AA/25.03.201
7/08 
 T :Ini adalah bagian-bagian 
dari? 
Ss : prosedural text 
  √   Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked to continue the 
teacher’s said 
T1/D73/AA/25.03.201  T :oke, do you understand? 
Paham? 
  √   Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
21 
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7/08 Ss ;Paham Situation: The teacher 
asked students 
understand or not. 
T1/D74/AA/25.03.201
7/08 
 T : Nah ada berapa bagian 
tadi 
Ss : Tiga 
 √    Confirming 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
confirm about the 
material of prosedural 
text  
T1/D75/AA/25.03.201
7/08 
 T : the first? 
Ss : goal 
  √   Asking 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked about the first kind 
of prosedural text 
T1/D76/AA/25.03.201
7/08 
 T : Second? 
Ss : Material 
  √   Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked about the second 
kind of prosedural text. 
T1/D77/AA/25.03.201
7/08 
 T : The last? 
Ss : Step 
  √   Asking  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked about thelast kind 
of prosedural text. 
T1/D78/AA/25.03.201
7/08 
 T : Gampang ya? 
Understand tha? 
Ss :understand! 
 √    Confirming 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
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confirm about the 
student’s understand 
T1/D79/AA/25.03.201
7/08 
 T : you get it? You get it itu 
sama dengan understand, 
jadi kalau ada kata-kata” 
kamu paham? Sama. Get 
it apa? Get? Get apa sih? 
Getget! Nah sama, get itu 
mendapatkan, bisa 
menangkap apa yang saya 
ceritakan, apa yang saya 
explainkan, apa yang saya 
ucapkan? Ya? 
Ss : ya 
 √    Explaining  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
explained about the 
meaning of some 
sentence. 
T1/D80/AA/25.03.201
7/08 
 T : Oke, tadi ada tiga bagian 
yang pertama itu goal 
yang kedua itu material 
dan yang terakhir itu? 
Ss : step 
 √    Confirming 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
asked about the kind of 
prosedural text. 
T1/D81/AA/25.03.201
7/09 
Elaboration  T : Sudah paham ya? Oke 
silahkan make a group, 
one group is consist two 
person, satu groub itu 
terdapat dua? 
Ss : Orang 
  √   Requesting  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
request the students to 
make a group.  
T1/D82/AA/25.03.201
7/09 
 T : Silahkan membuat 
prosedural text, tentang 
apa bu? Terserah kamu 
  √   Requesting  
Setting: In the classroom 
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mau apa, yang jelas make 
a groub consist two 
person, silahkan mau 
membuat jelly gak papa, 
mau masak mie gak papa, 
atau mungkin prosedural 
text itu tidak hanya 
membuat atau bagaimana 
memasak atau membuat 
sesuatu, tapi juga 
digunakan untuk 
melakukan/ 
mengoprasikan sesuatu, 
contohnya mengoprasikan 
hape, how to used 
handphone? Bagaimana 
menggunakan hape. Itu 
tujuannya, nanti langkah-
langkahnya atau bahan-
bahannya apa, tidak harus 
Cuma memasak.  
Nah silahkan buat a 
group, one group consist 
of two person. Depan-
belakang, depan-
belakang. Sing gak intuk 
belakang berarti samping. 
Nah depan-belakang, 
Situation: The teacher 
request the students to 
make prosedural text with 
their group.  
24 
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depan-belakang 
 
(Students was doing the 
assignment) 
T1/D83/AA/25.03.201
7/09 
 T ; apa? Masak air? 
Ss :masak nasi bu! 
 √    Confirming  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: some student 
asked with the teacher 
about the material, then  
teacher confirm about the 
teacher’s hear before. 
T1/D84/AA/25.03.201
7/09 
 T : Lho ini tugas beneran 
ini, do the best lakukan 
yang terbaik, dan you get 
the best score, dapatkan 
nilai yang terbaik juga, 
saya masukkan kedalam 
nilai ya? 
Ss : mie bu? 
    √ Promising  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
promise that if the 
students do the best 
assignment, the teacher 
will give good score.  
T1/D85/AA/25.03.201
7/09 
 T : masak mie? Boleh. 
Masak telur, masak nasi 
tadi, atau cara 
menggunakan computer 
atau cara menggunakan 
jilbab pasmina bisa juga. 
  Gak usah dilembar 
dibuku bisa. Pastikan ya, 
pastikan itu do the best, 
    √ Promising  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
promise that if the 
students do the best 
assignment, the teacher 
will give good score. 
25 
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melakukan yang terbaik. 
Setelah itu submit to me, 
kumpulkan ke saya. 
Kemudian siapa yang 
terbaik akan saya beri the 
best score, skor yang 
terbaik. 
T1/D86/AA/25.03.201
7/09 
 Ss : dadar apa bu? 
T : coba cari dadar! 
Ss : dadar egg ngunu,bu bahasa 
ingris e moto apa bu? Wes 
deh 
  √   Requesting  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
request the students to 
look for of the meaning of 
“dadar” 
T1/D87/AA/25.03.201
7/09 
 T ; Langsung saja, who is 
apsen today?  
 Gak ada ya? Nihil ya?  
 Ten minutes lagi udah 
selesai ya? Ten minutes 
lagi udah selesai ya? 
 Submit to me! 
Kumpulkan ke saya! 
  √   Commanding  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
commanded the students 
to submit the assignment 
to teacher.  
T1/D88/AA/25.03.201
7/10 
Confirmation  T : oke, karena ini all of the 
teachers, semua guru akan 
ada rapat penting, jadi 
nanti submit to my office, 
kumpulkan dimeja saya, 
ya? 
Ss : ya bu 
  √   Explaining  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher tell 
the situation of the all of 
teacher. 
26 
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T1/D89/AA/25.03.201
7/10 
Closing  T : he’e ya,? Ya? 
 Oke see you tomorrow 
Ss : see you 
    √ Promising 
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
promise that the teacher 
will be meet again in the 
next meeting.  
T1/D90/AA/25.03.201
7/10 
 T : assalamualaikum 
warohmatulllahi wabarokatuh 
Ss :waalaikum salam 
warohmatullahi wabarokatuh. 
 
   √  Leaving  
Setting: In the classroom 
Situation: The teacher 
close the meeting with 
“salam”. 
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